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fashion of this world passeth away. 1.1«,
More i jects. But if we except his general moral
melancholy still are the witnesses that meet nature, what is there in man, in which the
AGRICULTURAL.
MAIL ARTICLES.
you as you enter your father’s house. She, caprices of fashion are not continually dis
JAMES K. REMICH,
on whose bosom you hung in your infancy, played? The wisdom of one age will have
1 he Winthrop (Maine) Agricultural So- ’ Rfockade of Terceira.—A vessel which has
and whom you had hoped once more to em- virtue to consist in one thing and that of a ctety held its first annual meeting, near the . ar,',vtc> ”> Savanah, reports, that on the 24th
OPPOSITE THE MEETING-HOUSE,
brace, has been sleeping in the dark and nar
«he was boarded from the Portu1 erms.-—Two dollars per annum if row house. Your father’s form, how chan succeeding age in another and a very differ village of U inthrop, on Monday, the 28th of
*■ ■ •De
ent thing. The doctrines of civil government beptember last. The objects of this Sociefy ermse flag-ship /Jon Juan Vi. Admiral
paid within the year.'—No papers discontin ged ! Of the locks that clustered around his that are in repute to-day may be exploded aie to have an “ annual exhibition of animals ? Rosas, which with the frigate Rerla, and a
brow,
how
few
remain
!
and
those
few,
how
ued (except at the option of the publisher)
to-morrow, as those of yesterday have been i farming utensils and various products of me i corvette, then formed the blockade of the
thin! how white! His full toned manly to-day. To the fashion of making kings, chanics, manufacturers and husbandmen; ' island. — 1 hey had captured three English,
until all arrearages are paid.
voice has lost its strength, and trembles as and of honoring them as the vicegerents of and also, to offer such premiums as their < and one American vessels, which had been
The publisher will not hold himselfre- he enquires if this is indeed his son. The
Heaven, has succeeded the fashion of revil limited means will authorize for the best an- , sent tor .adjudication. A British vessel which
sponsible for any error in any advertisement sister whom you left a child, is now a wife, ing them or leading them to the scaffold.
iiFticlcs which shciU
pf’csciitccl.,> ; had carried money to the General Fdla Flor
beyond the amount charged for its insertion. and a mother, the wife of one whom you 1 he direction to be given to wealth, to intel — 1 he day of the first annual exhibition was i had made her escape, t he Miguelivesacnever knew, one who looks upon you as a lectual power, to human industry or outer fine, and from 59(1 to 1000 of the citizens of ' knowlcdged,
,
that
------they
, ■lost> —
600 ............
men in their
stranger, and one towards whom it is impos prize, is a subject on which the decisions of Winthrop and the neighboring towns, of al-fattack <>n t,1e I «land, and that 150 of tliem
etu
MISCELLANEOUS..'
sible for you to kindle up a brother’s love, fashion are recognised ; decisions which most every profession,, assembled on the ,oc-hsur!en^ere^ ‘n Consequenc«-of signs given on
now that you have found so little in the change with all the changing circumstances casion. The
following
takenMiguelite
TheysiisThe
particulars
are
taken
’
■
>oarcl
Miguelite
squadron.
From the Token for 1830.
scenes of your childhood to satisfy the affec of human condition. I ven in regard to re from the Hallowell Advocate.
! peeled tliat a spirit of treason existed in
tionate anticipations with which you re ligion, how have the fa J.* ions of this world
“ Eleven
RIpvah yoke
vnlzo of
r.F oxen were
........4 entered
.... i rfor a Itftcii
tanks.
Alter 1...................................... . mo.
' Fi
turned to them.
offered the Portuguese Admual, if he
passed, and how are the-’,passing away! The premium—three bulls, four cows, four rams -•¡or
,w&Hld
v'
giy<
*
;
...... Al aria,
*
While you are contemplating these' mel very ground that was J»»,.;ore&and consecrat —besides swine and a variety of farming tools.
e up h is ship to “
Donna
a
BY JOHX PIERPONT.*
.-‘ee. jjardon
ancholy changes, and the chill of disappoint ed by the footsteps of Paul, could it find ut
. tor honself,
7-, officers';and
-------- --- 1 men,
In
the
afternoon,
several
teamsters
display

The earth and all that dwell upon tlic face ment is going through your heart, the feel terance, would confirm the testimony of that
.
and
a
pecuniary
reftwrZ
of
12,000
crowns.
It
ed | their skill, and the docility, subjection
t»f it, speak a language that is in mournful ing ct-mes upon you. in all its bitterness, that
is hardly necessary to add that this offer Was
and power of their working oxen, succes j IS
fold melancholy accordance with that of an the mournful ravages which time has apostle; for that ground has seen that
sively on the cart and the drag, well loaded I rejected with scorn. The Miguelites ex
-------- • religions take their turn ;
apostle, “ The fashion of this world passeth wrought upon the scenes and the objects of
pected reinforcements, which must be ex
away.” A testimony- thus concurrent, is sol your attachment, will not and cannot be re- ’Twas Jove’s ’tis Mahomet’s—& other creeds with stones.
The convenience for exchange and barter, tremely strong when received, to induce
emn, and we cannot distrust it.—It is elo repaired by time, in any of his future rounds. Will rise with other years.’
■ them to make another attempt on the island
quent, and we cannot but feel it.—We are Returning years can furnish you with no And even the disciples of Jesus, holding ip which the time and circumstances of the day —defended as it is by refugees whos-.i only
wise if we open our eyes and our ears to the proper objects for the fresh and glowing af their hands“ the glorious gospel of the bles afforded, were readily embraced. Consider hope to escape’with life, is to defend their
evidence which nature gives to the truths of fection? of youth ; and even if those objects sed God,” that is beaming forth its eternal able accommodation, it is hoped, the commu abiding place to the last extremity.
revelation, and labor that we may impress could be furnished, it is too late now for you truths—even they show, in eyery succeeding nity may find by means of the future collec
distinctly and deeply upon onr minds the tofeel forthem the correspondent affection. age, how the fashion of the world passeth tions of this nature.
Virginia Convention.—We have in the
The committees appointed for the pur
moral lessons which that evidence is calcu The song gf your mountain stream can never away in relation to the religion that gives
pose, awarded the following premiums, viz. Richmond Enquirer the following “ birds
lated to enforce.
eye
view” of the proceedings of the several
more soothe, your ear. The grove that you them the assurance., and points out to them
For the best working oxen, to Columbus
The mournful but gentle voice of autumn, loved shall invite you to meditation and wor the way, of eternal life.
1 committees of the Virginia Convention :
Fair bank.
invites us forth that we may see for our ship no more. Another may, indeed, spring
I. 1 he Legislative Committee have so
If, then, the beauties of the year are so
For the best Bull, to G. W. Stanley.
selves how the fashion of this world is passing up in its place, but you shall nof live to see fading, and its bounties so soon perish ; if
For the best Milch Cow, to Albert G. Fos lar recommended a reduction of the number
a way, in regard to the dress in which it so it. It may shade your grave, but your heart the loveliest scenes of nature lose their pow ter.
of members in the House bf-Delegates ; but
lately presented itself to our view.
The shall never feel its charm.—Your affections er to charm, and a few revolving years break
no change in the numbers or classification of
For the best Buck, to Elijah Wood.
gardens and the groves, how are they are robbed of the treasures to which they the spell that binds us to those whom we
the Senate—2. The white population as the
For-the best Boar, to D. W. Pierce.
changed ; The deep verdure of their leaves clung so closely and so long, and that forever. love best ; if the very figure of the earth is
basisof representation in the House of Dele
For the best Plough, to Horace Gould.
is gone.
The many colored vvoodland, The earth, where it had appeared most changed by its own convulsions ; if the forms
Among the animals brought to the pens gates, but rejected the same for Senate ; no
which but a Tew weeks since was arrayed in lovely is changed. The things that were of human government, and the monuments
that day, was a cow attended by circum other basis for that body yet specified and
a uniform and lively green, now presents a nearest to your heart, have changed with it., of human power and skill cannot endure ; if <m
of a peculiar character, if not with adojited—3. That all the propositions fora
gaudier show indeed, but one of which all 1 he fashion in which the world was arrayed even the religions that predominate in one stances
a parallel in the history of cattle shows. guarantee have been so far rejected-4 That
the hues are sickly, and are all but the vari when it took hold on you with the strongest age, are exploded in another ; if nothing on out
cow, owned by Sewall Page, was fol an extension of the Right of Suffrage has
ous forms of death. In thè garden, the attachment has passed away ; its mysterious “ the earth beneath or the waters under the The
lowed
by a pair of twin steers, calves of the been adopted. This Committee w’ill not
brown and naked stalk has succeeded to the power to charm you has fled, all its holiest earth,” preserves its form unchanged, what last Spring,
bore a very perfect like complete their labors perhaps, before Friday
broad blossoms of summer, as they had but enchantments are broken, and vou feel that is there that remains forever the same? ness to eaph which
other
in their color, shape and or Saturday.
lately, to the young leaves and swelling buds nothing remains as it was, but the abiding W hat is there over which -au.umnal winds,
II. The Executive Committee have recom
size.
But
what
chiefly
attracted attention,
of spring. 'The orchards, that but a few outline of its surface, its Vallies where the and wintry frosts have no power ? What, and excited a lively interest,
mended the abolition of the Executive Coun
and
gave
an
air
short months ago were white with promise, still waters find their way, and the stern vis that does not pass away while we are con of novelty to this part of the scene was, that cil ; and a proposition to elect the Governor
and which loaded with perfume the very age of its everlasting hills.
tending with wayward fortune, or struggling these animals were driven by a pair of twin immediately by the people has been lost by
winds that visited them, are now resigning
Nor does the fashion of the world pass with calamity? What, that is proof against
of about seven years, sons of Mr. a tie in the Committee.
their faded leaves and their mellow fruit. away in regard to the ever-yarying appear the fluctuations of human opinion, and the brothers
III. The Judiciary Committee have rec
Page, similarly clad, and so strikingly re
The Wayfaring man, who cotitemplates ances of its exterior alone, its vegetable pro might of ocean’s waves, and the convulsions sembling
each other in their dimensions, ommended, that a Court of Appeals and
these changes that present themselves to ductions that flourish and fade with every by which mountains are heaved up from the complexion, and features, as not to be dis County Courts shall be constitutional -tribu
his eye, in nature’s dress, cannot be insensi year, or those that endure for ages beyond abyss, or thrown from their deep founda tinguished without difficulty. Here was a nals ; the commissions of the present Midges
ble that her voice has also changed. To his the utmost limits of animal life. It is, in tions ?
genuine rarity, which will long be remem to be vacated as soon as the new constitution
ear there is something more religious in the deed, an eloquent commentary upon the
It
is
the
God
by
whom
these
mighty
works
bered among the curiosities of a memorable goes into effect ; and Judges to be hereafter
whisper of the winds, something more awful apostle’s remark, to see the oak, that shaded are done, by whose hand this great globe day.
removable, not only by impeachment, but by
in their roar ; and even the waters of the one generation of men after another, even was first moulded, and has ever since been
a vote of 2-3ds of both Houses.
The
company,
though
large,
preserved
brooks have changed their tone, and go by before it attained its maturity, and in the fashioned according to his will. ‘ Hast thou the utmost order through the day, and dis
IV. The Committee of the Bill of Righti
him with a hallower murmur. And how fulness of its strength, had stretched forth its not known, hast thou not heard that the Ev persed quietly at a very seasonable hour, have proposed very few resolutions ;■ the
soon shall all these things be changed again ! ghwit arms over many succeeding genera erlasting God, Jehovah, he Creator of the and with such expressions of interest and most important of which is, that no change
The course oi the stream shall be checked. tions, yield to decay at last, and fall, of its ends of earth, fainteth not, neither is weary ?’ satisfaction as to encourage the Society to be made in the present Bill of Rights.
Its voice shall be stifled by tfie snows in own weight, after having gloried in its
To him, then, we can go, and to him let us hope, that their attempts to have a useful
which the earth shall wrap herself during strength for centuries. It is an eloquent go, in a filial assurance that there is no vari exhibition
Reform.—Our readers may recollect that
will not be in vain.”
her long and renovating sleep of winter.
commentary to see the fashion of those ableness in him. I hough th^ glories of the
some wags in Russell, Mass, lately practised
In these respects the world passeth away^ tlrings passing away in which the proudest year fade, though our young affections are
a hoax on the Postmaster General by obtain
We will not say with every year, but with efforts of human skill or human power have blighted, and our expectations from this
To fatten swine.— Ilogs, to be fattened for ing the removal of the worthy Post-Master
each successive season of every year.— been displayed ; to see the curious traveller
of that town, and the appointment of an ig
winter
use,
should
be
shut
up
as
soon
as
inTheir genera! effects is moral and highly enquiring and searching upon the banks of world are disappointed, we know that he dian-corn is fit for seed. Rye, buckwheat, norant, worthless, drunken fellow to fill bis
has
the
power
to
make
all
these
melancholy
salutary. In them all we hear a voice the Euphrates for the site of ancient Babylon, scenes of salutary influence, and conducive corn, ground together, and boiled potatoes^ place. The following is a copy of the letter
which speaks to us what we may not, and or measuring the huge masses of rock that to
“ the soul’s eternal health.” Though the pumpkins, 8cc., make excellent food tor which procured this appointment. It shows
what we cannot speak to one another. They composed the temple of the sun at Palmyra,
of the world, and our own opinions them. Give them as much soft corn at a very clearly the grounds of removal and
are full of the gentle, but faithful admonitions or digging in the valley of the Nile to bring opinions
time as they will eat clean. Hogs should be ^Pt1 ointment upon which the present Postof a parental Providence, and who would to light the stupendous relics of ancient ar in respect to him, may change, there is no fed little at a time, but often. The last Master General acts, and the firincifile of bis
in the love with which he regards
remind us by the changes that we so often see chitecture that have, for thousands of years, change
and forever embraces us. God passeth not fortnight of feeding them indian-corn and reforms. It is scarcely necessary to say that
going on around us, that ‘ we, too, shall all been buried in the sands of the desert. It is away,
nor do his laws. Those laws require water answer the best purpose. Their pens the names signed to this document are all
be changed.’ Yet these are changes in the even an eloquent exposition of the apostle’s that we,
Kennebec Journal.
and all that is around ns, should should be cleaned twice a week, and furnish fictitious.
fashion of this world, which, from their very remark to see the towers that were raised change and pass away. Those laws govern ed with clean straw. Most of the diseases of
RUSSELL, JUNE 5th, 1829.
frequency, lose a part of their effect. The by the power of feudal princes, and the ab us and will do so forever. They bind us to swine, such as mange, measles, stopping of
fashions which pass away with the departing beys and cathedrals, that were the scenes of our highest good. Then Jet us yield them a the issues of the fore legs, &c., proceed Wm. T. Barry, Esq.
seasons, we know will be brought back monastic devotion, now that they are crum prompt and a perpetual obedience.
Dear Sir,—We are happy to perceive
from the filthy manner in which they are
again when the same seasons return ; and bling and falling away, their tottering walls
” I he Creator of the ends of the earth too frequently kept. The mange may be that the true Jeffersonian maxim is adopted
those scenes which we know will be again curtained with ivy, and the bird of night the fainteth not, neither is weary.” Nor does cured by sprinkling wood ashes on their and acted upon by the present triumphant
presented, we believe that we shall live to only tenant of those forsaken abodes of astern that faith in him grow weary which he de backs, pouring on oil, and letting them out administration, that. ** there should always
witness and enjoy.
despotism, &ofa still more stern superstition. mands and deserves from us ; faith in his on a rainy day. Sulphur is said to be good be an existing confidence between the prin
But there are alterations in the fashion of
But not the products of the earth, nor yet wisdom to guide and govern us, faith in his for the measles. When the issues in the cipal officers of the government, and their
the world which time is more slow in produ the works of man, alone change and pass gracious promise to cro^n our efforts in his forelegs are stopped, rub them with a corn subordinates.” In this town, this is not the
cing, and which, when we witness them, are away. In many particulars the great mass service with a reward that is glorious and cob, and open the holes with a knitting nee .case—the present Post-Master has always
more striking, more melancholy, and of of earth itsel f is liable to change, and has enduring. Though “ the mountain falling dle or something of the kind. Boiled apples been an adherent of the late corrupt admin
more abiding influence. Who will doubt been moulded into different forms. Hills cometh to naught,” though the solid globe be pears, pumpkins, potatoes, and squashes istration ; and even since the election of the
this ? for who has not felt it ? and who is he have been sunk beneath the depths of the sea, Shaken in its course, the hand that heaveth make the cheapest and best food for young Hero, he has persisted pertinaciously in his
that has ever felt and has now forgotten it ? and the depths of the sea, in their turn, have the mountains to the heavens, and upholds shoats. Every farmer who wishes to raise opposition ! Now such a state of things is not
Surely not you my Triend, who, by the ap been laid bare, or thrown up into stupendous them there, and that curbs the earth in its pork for the market should have a boiler in as it should be ! and the object of this com
munication is to request you to remove the
pointments of an overruling Providence, mountains.
Of most of these wonderful bright career, is extended to uphold all who which to prepare food for his hogs.
obnoxious officer, and appoint some one of
have been compelled to spend your days as changes, it is true, history gives us no ac cast themselves upon it with prayer that
our own kidney, who is Jackson to the back
’ a stranger and a pilgrim in the earth. Did count ; for the most of them probably occur they may be protected, and with the belief
you, in your young manhood, leave your red before man was formed to dwell upon the that they shall be.
Select Seed Corn.—It is highly im bone ! We take the liberty to recommend as
a
person well qualified to sustanrthe reputa
home among the hills, the scenes and the face of the earth. But that they have occur
portant that your seed cor« should be se
tion of the Department in the progress of its
companions of youthful sports or of your ear red, the deep bowels of the earth, its
lected from the best samples which can be present glorious cause, Mathew G. Blakesley,
liest toils ? Were you long struggling with a hardest rocks, its gigantic hills, alike bear
SUNDAY MAILS.
obtained, as the offspring whether vegeta Esq. He is well known in this vicinity as a
wayward forttme, in distant lands, or in seas testimony. Many hundred years before
It is intimated in some of the public prints, ble or animal will in a great degree partake democrat of the old school, and as a man
that rolled under the line, or that encircled the apostle of the Gentiles had testified
the poles in their cold embrace ? Did sick that the fashion of this world was pass that renewed efforts will be made to stop of the good or bad qualities of the parent. whose consistent, undeviating Course during
ness humble the pride of your manhood, or ing away, the Gentile historians and na tu- the Mails at the next session of Congress. The following directions on this subject the last election, enoble him in the opinion
did care whiten your temples before the ralists have borne their testimony that in We had hoped, that after the ineffectual at are from a scientific and practical agri of a virtuous and intelligent people. It is
true that the avails of the office are small,
time ? How often, in your wanderings, did Egypt, the mother of empire and of science, tempt last year, and the unanswerable argu
but Esq. Blakesley will accept it, not so
the peaceful image of your home present it there were found the same silent, but un ments in Johnson’s report, that this alarm culturalist :
ing
sectarian
usurpation,
would
be
forever
“ VVhen the first ears are ripe enough much for his own emolument as for the hon
self to your mind? How often did you visit questionable witnesses that the land of the
dropped.
Should
petitions
again
inundate
or
and convenience of the Jackson corps, until
that sacred spot in your dreams by night » Ptolemies and the Pharaohs, was once under
for seed, gather a sufficient quantity for
and how faithful to your last impression was the dominion of the waters. And many of the halls of our national legislature, in favor early corn or replanting ; and at the time a vacancy shall open the way to an office
more lucrative and honorable.
the garb in which, when you were far away us have seen with our own eyes, those crea of this extraordinary project, calculated
your long forsaken home arrayed itself ! tures that were once passing “ through the from its very nature io strike the first blow you would wish your corn to be ripe, gener
We are. Sir, respectfully, your obt.
The fields and the forests that were around paths of the sea,-” taken from their marble against religious liberty, and which is totally ally, gather a sufficient quantity for plant
LERAY BARNARD,
it, underwent no change, in their appear beds in the mountain’s bosom, hundreds of unconstitutional, it is time that the voice of ing next year, having particular care to
Chairman of the Selectmem
ance to your imagination.
1 he trees -that miles from those bars and doors within the people should be made manifest. The take it from stocks that are large at bottom,
George
W. Tudor. Selectman,
had given you fruit or shade continued to which the sea is now shut up, and by which attempts made to influence the last Con of a regular taper, not over tali, the ears
*4*
Jackson
/ones, Attorney at law«
gress,
were
considered
in
themselves
so
give the same fruits and the same shade to its proud waves are now stayed ; we cannot
James M. Fields, Innkeeper.
the inmates of your paternal dwelling ; and say forever stayed, for the regions of the ridiculous and so utterly preposterous that set low, and containing the greatest num
John Hdarns, Merchant.
even in those objects of filial or fraternal at- earth, that by one mighty "convulsion have the people considered it useless to express ber of good sizeable ears of the best quali
K. Jefferson Merriman. Preceptor, Stc,
opinion upon the subject. There was a ty ; let it dry speedily ; and from the corn
fection, no change appeared to have been been rescued from the deep, may, by other any
[There were other names appended, as
trust, a laudable and a just one, in the integ
wrought by time during your long absence.
gathered as last described, plant your main ' being those of the Principal of the Law
mighty convulsions, be given back to its do
But when, at length, you return, how differ minion ; and those rich plains that are now rity and patriotism of the representatives, crop, and if any hills should be missing,' School, &c.]
and the petitions were very properly dis
ent is the scene that comes before you in its the theatre of vegetative life and beauty, may, countenanced.
Charles D. Fox, Town Clerk.
If, however, any class of replant from that first gathered, which I
melancholy reality, from that which you left in time, be sunk under the weltering deep as men, from bigoted and sectarian zeal, shall
in your youth, and of which a faithful picture other fertile plains have been before them,& again attempt to overawe Congress, and in will cause the crop to ripen more regularly I
has been carried near to your heart in all all their plants, their old forests, their vegeta duce its members to commit an unconstitu than is common, which is a great benefit. ■ Besides $2 counterfeit bills of the Boston
your wanderings; Those who were once ble mould itself, be converted into mine?* of tional act, we think it right in the great body The above mentioned I have practisedI Bank, there are also in circulation at Pitts
your neighbors and schoolfellows, and whom1- coal, to be wrought by generations of men to of our citizens to express their mind on the many years, and am satisfied it has increas field spurious $1 bills of the N. K. Commer
cial Bank. R. I. letter B. Sept. 5. 1826, Geo.
von meet as you come near to your father’s whom the present fashion of the world can subject, and forever put at rest the wild
ed the quantity, and improved the quality T. Weaver, Cashier ; Wm. Ennis Presihouse, either you do not recognise, or you never be known.
schemes of these enthusiasts. We have all of my crops beyond what any person dent.
are grieved that they do not recognise you.
We who are the creatures of a day, talk proper respect for the Sabbath, but we are
£
The woods, which clothed the hills around, of everlasting hills. But when we stand upon not disposed to see any class, under the cloak would imagine, who has not tried the ex-i +
i >>
I In Ohio, Henry Wait has been fined §30
and in which you had often indulged the the very hills that we call so, or when we go of more than ordinary sanctity, attempt to penment.
i
for
kissing
a
young
lady
per
force.
Could
vague but delicious anticipations of childhood down into their masses of rock, they tell us subvert our liberties.— Hartford Times.
Dr. Deane observed that some rccomHenry wait for her consent.
have been cleared away ; and the stream that they, too, have basked in the light but
mend gathering seed corn before the time I
----- that once dashed through them, breaking for a time ; that once the great waters
Daily
__ Massachusetts
___
. Journal is from
their religious silence by its evening hymn, rolled over them, and that they now hold the
Magnjfcent White Moss Rose.—There is of harvest, being the ears that first ripen, I 'The
... 1- ’’ -----:The semi*
whitening as it rushed through their shade, treasures of the deep locked up in their im at present growing at Sleningford Hall, near But I think it would be better to mark
‘ to meet the sun upon the upland lawn,’ penetrable caverns.
Ripon, the seat of Colonel Dalton, a beauti them and let them remain on the stalks,j; weekly and weekly Journals will be contin
now creeps faintly along its contracted chan
covering upwards
of till they become sapless. Whenever they ued as heretofore.
m a physical
pnysicai i ful
iui white
wane moss rose tree, luvci
upwaiuu oi
In a moral, not less than in
¡Salem Gazette of30th ult.
nel ; through fields that have been stripped sense, the fashion of this world passeth away.! 126 square feet of wall.. It has upon it 980
of their golden harvest, and through pastures The passions of mankind it is true remain flowers and buds, namely, 244 flowered, 276 are taken in they should be hung up by
embrowned by a scorching sun. 1 he fruit the same in their general character, but in in flower, and 460 buds to flower, all perfect the husks, in a dry place, secure from ear- . An Anti-Masonic National Convention is
trees are decayed. The shade trees have different eyes and nations under diffierent and as white as snow. It is believed that this ly frost ; and they will be so hardened as contemplated to be held in Philadelphia on
been Uprooted by a storm, or their hollow systems of morals, philosophy and religion, plant cannot be equalled in the kingdom, ei- to be in no danger of injury from the frost the Hth of Sept. 1830.
trunks and dry boughs remain, venerable, they are subjected to a very different disci- j ^h®r for its size or the number and perfection iu winter “
Fariner.
Lorenzo Dow is preaching at Springfield,
but mournful witnesses to the truth that the pline, and are directed towards different ob- ot Rs flowers.
fiaftcr.
published
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New-Orleans.-r-Yhe health of the city has
much improved. A letter w.Oct.,7th,.says. , ’'
All
o
“
:-MAIJL
ART
IÇEE^
_
r
Gem Barradas Jias jq|t arrived
tips port, ,
FOREIGN
_
.
LaTayette.
—
General
La
Fayette,has
late

with
six
of
his
officers,
in,
tfie
-sch.
’
Oscar,
From the Richmond Enquirer of’¿Tth^ult.
Capitulation of the Spaniards. ..
from'Vera Cruz. TheOscar left Vera. Cruz ly comeAnto possession of a large property
Vera Cruz papers received at Baltimore,
The subject opened?—Yesterday, for“-Sept. 22d. The brig'Ranger, from New- undOrthe indemnity law, being the fortune of
The “ embarrassment,” as a certain po’P
contain an authentic copy of the .articles ot
/fork, arrived there on the i9tfa A convoy his own and his wife’s family, of which the
itician would say, which prevails among the
capitulation agreed.upon between the Span the first time the Debate whs opened in the ■with $500,000 was off thé way from Mexico, revolution had deprived them.
(Convention.
Gen.
Taylor,
of
Norfolk,
broke
ish and Mexican forces at Tampico, .which,
Jackson editorsin this State, in relation to the
ground bipòli the subject of the Right of Suf and had passed Puebla. ; It * was .reported,
it wril be seen, from the annexed translation frage,
Among the on dits of late Paris papers, is
Taxation and the basis Of Represen but not believed, that thè Spanish foi’ce of
by the editors of the. American, differ mate tation. But a new turn was soon given to.th< 15.00 or 2000 r^en had been landed on tjie one', $iat Prince C.obourg, the husband of election of Mr. Usher, is truly amusing. Ev
ery Jackson paper that has. come to us for
rially from the accounts hitherto published.
course of the debate ; first by the motion to West Coast from Manilla,'and had penetrat the late Princess Charlotte of Wales, is
about to ask in marriage the Arch Duchess several days past contains a whining ar
At Head Quarters, .at Ptæblâ Vit jo of lav his resolution, on the table, and then the ed some distance into the country.
Maria Louisa, the widow of Napoleon.
Tampico, on the eleventh of September, motion to take up the Report of the Legis
ticle upon this subject. The poor fellows
1829, assembled majorigeneral Pedro Lan- lative Committee. Judge Green brought
’The New Orleans Bee of 13th ult. says,
A young lady was robbed in the Church of are completely disappointed. All their fond
dero colonel of engineers. Jose Ignacio up directly the great question (the Basis of we have been informed that Gen. Barradas
Yberri, and colonel joSe Antonia Mejia, on Representation,) by moving so to amend thé intends to leave this place shortly, with a St. Roch, Paris, on the 27th ult. of her reti anticipations of ascendency in the Senate are
the part of Antonio Lopez de. Santa Anna, first resolution of that report as to declare sufficient number of transports to carry his cule, containing bank notes to the amount of niped in the bud.—Immediately after the
120,000 francs, about $24,000.
general-in-Chief of the Mexican army, and that instead of regard to the white popuia troops to Havana.
election they boasted of the success of their
brigadier-general Jose Miguel Salomon, and lion ” exclusively’”it Should be to the white
ifoiior Fulgencio Salas, on the part of Isidro population ” and taxation combined.” But ' Willie’s New Orleans Price Current of
A writer in Wallachia thinks the Russians whole list—then, from correct returns, Mr.
Barradas, general of the Spanish troops in as Judge Green suggested that certain tables Get. 10, says, “ the Epidemic has nearly have lost 125,000 men in the present war, Pike only was elected, and now they stren
vading the Republic of Mexico ;—and hav from the Auditor’s Office, which bore di-' subsided, owing to a' Want of unacclimated from various causes.
uously insist that there is no choice, and
ing exchanged their, respective pewers,a- rectly qjion hat position, were in the hands subjects. Strangers, and others who have
complain of the ” hardihood” of the republi
gree to the following articles :
’ n > of the printer, he moved the committee to been absent during the summer, will act
It is stated in a London paper that nothing can editors in claiming that which is per
1 On the morning of .fo-morrqw at 9 o - rise; and the committee’ then inimediately- most prudently.by not. visiting us until after
clock the Spanish forces shall evacuate the adjOuriied. The printed documents will be one or two frosts. Thé weather of late has has so great a tendency, to produce hydro fectly apparent.—Upon this subject the Ar
phobia in dugs as putrid meat.
fort, on the Bar,, the troops with their arms in the members’ hands this morning ; and become warm for the time of the year.
gus cites the rule observed by the selectmen
and the drums beat’ffig; in order to deliver we presume, therefore, that the discussion
A final dividend of two pence in the pound of North-Yarmouth, where for several years
them, together with their munitions of will goon. . ....
Horrid Casualità.Berkshire Amer has just been declared on the estate of an the votes for Josiah Dunn were not counted
war, to the Mexican drvision ; they shall be
ican gi ves the particulars pF a distressing ac English bankrupt banking house !
commahded by general Mà-nnel de Mier }
for Josiah Dunn, Jun. although evident
Jmheachment of a Judge.— In the House
Teran, second fo command of the army. of Représentatif eà of l eiuie^efo on thè 14th cident which occurred at a factory in that
ly intended for the latter gehtleman. The
town
on
“
T
hurs&tyfoflaSt'-Sveek;
7
A
son
of
Mr.
Owen,
of
Lanark;
arrived
in
the
.
Pa

The said troops’ shall join their officers m uff a special committee appointed-,to inquire
Tampico de Tamaulipasi;th©.latte-r retain ifito the official, conduct of NaîhawâèT W. Mr. Ward, 16 years? old, while engaged in cific at Liverpool. “Tie says the Ameri . votes being written for Josiah Dunn, sim
the carding room, attempted- to loosen a band cans are not capable of governing themselves,; ply, without any title to distinguish him,,
ing their swords.
•
. .
...
..Williams; one of the Judges of the «Circuit
2. The.day after, at six tn the morning, Courts of Law and Equity, reported tliat which had got out of "place, and was, winding and he consequently abandons all.idea.of re- / were properly enough rejected. But this isthe whole of the Spanish division whicii oc Judge W. had been guilty of high crimes itself round, a shaft, when he was instantly forming them.’*
only the rule of the selectmen of a country
cupies Tampico de Tamaulipas;shall m trch and misdemeanors, i he specifications are caught up by the machinery, and his body
Recent letters from Rio Janeiro, says the town, and indeed, is altogether inapplicable
©nt under the. command ...of general Mier y nine ; referring to the Judge having-fraudu ■carried 15 or 20 times round the revolving
Teran, and shall deliver up their arms, flags lently and privately taken the acknowledge shaft, striking the ceiling and timbers at ev N Y. American, state that the officers and *to the case under consideration. We have
and munitionsbf war io the lower quarters of ment of a deed by a married woman.; .having ery revolution. Wffien extricated, it was crew of the Hudson were in a perfect state in a. former number given a precedent in.
Altamira, the officers retaining their swords given conflicting decisions on points of law, found that his scalp was torn from the top of harmony, good understanding, subordina point, which occurred in the Legislature
3. The army and the.Mexican Republic as he was biassed by personal motives ; al> of his head, his right arm broken at the tion and efficiency. The complaints against *
most solemnly guarjiht.ee the safety of the lowing political considerations to sway his" shoulder, and his whole body dreadfully Capt. Creighton, some time since published of 1827, when a committee of the House de
lives and private property of every individ judginent ; neglecting to hold courts,- to the •mangled. He suévï^ed the horrid opera in the newspapers, were without foundation. cided that the title of Esq. satisfactorily dis
tion but thirty-six hours.
ual of the invading.divjs'mn.
tinguished the son from the father. In the
prejudice of suitors ; and expressing intem
4. The Spanish Division'shall remove to perate opinions .in a capital case, which
Mr, Pierpont’s *l National Reader” and case of Mr. Usher, the title of /fqn. preceded
the city of Victoria where they shall remain might subsequently have been tried by him
“
American
First
Class
Book
”
have
been
re

Distressing Occurrence.—Yesterday, as
the name, which to every candid man must
until they embark, tor Havana.
self. The Çommitee reported a resolution Mr. Mdhgan ot Xe>'-Qrieans, with his wife cently republished in London,
5. Permission is granted to the Spanish chat seven managers should be appointed to child and servant, was passing down Jones’
be conclusive evidence that the votes were
general to send to Havana one or two offi prepare articles of impeachment, ahd con Wharf in a hackney coach, for the purpose
Hon. Felix Grundy, of Nashville, formerly intended for Usher. Jun.—Abijah Usher, the
cersto obtain.trànsports tô convey his forces duct the same before the Senate, on tifo part of going on board» the- ship Salem, bound to M. C. has been elected a Senator in Congress
father, it is true, was formerly a member of
to the said port.
..
?
of the House of Representatives. Thocon- New Orleans, the horses backed themselves by the Legislature of Tennessee, in place of the House ; but we believe the title of Hon
6. The Spanish General shall pay the cost Si ! erari on of the report, was postponed to the into the dock.; After a short time Mr. Mil Hom J. H. Eaton, Secretary at War.
of the maintenance of hjs division during its 17th, and th© report ordered to be printed.
ligan, the child, and" servant were extricated
ourable is never given to gentlemen belonging,
stay in the country ; and also the cost of thé
from their perilous situation, and safely pla
A few days since, in the family of a poor to this branch of the Legislature.
upon the wharf; but the body of Mrs. person, in Philadelphia, a child was born
transports.
.■ .
,
Ceremony.—Mr. Everett was standing ced,
We’doubt not that the Jackson party are
7. The sick and wounded belonging to the
Milligan was not. oiscox erect until life was
a mouth. After five or six days, the well satisfied that the people have elected a
Spanish Division who are analhe to*narch, alone one morning on the Washington side extinct. She was fbdnd out of.the carriage ; without
infant
died,
though
it
was
deemed
a
duty
to
shall remain in the eff y of Tampico de Tam of the bridge bui.t across the Potomac, as ¿Very effort was. made to restore animation,
Governor and majorities of the Senate and
endeavor to prolong its life.
aulipas, until they can.be removed to the hos eifrhy as four o’clock, when he . was suddenly but we regret td^g' w.ffhouVsuccess.
House decidedly opposed to them ; yet such
accosted
by
Anne
Royal,
Mth
a
request
that
pital of the Mexican army where.they shall
. y..
\ New-York frajier.
The Nat. Intelligencer speaks favorably is their mortification and chagrin at the
be taken care' of.at the cost of ..the Spanish he would favor hèr with an introduction to
of the appointment of Selah R. Hobbie as result, so contrary to their anticipations prior
army, which army shall furnish a surgeon,, the President, the executive chair being at
Magnifying Glasses.—M-V ■ Rand is ex
corporals and soldiers that may be thought that time filled by his friend John Quincy hibiting an improved Microscope, which Assistant Pastmaster General—and as defi to the election, that they are unwilling to ac
Adams. ” Would you wish to see hint now
cient only in ohe important requisite, viz.:—
necessary to-tak© care of them.
magnify the eels in vinegar, from one to
knowledge the truth, until circumstances
8. The baggage necessary to the removal ma'am,” replied Everett, ” would yon wish twenty feet in length. Mites in figs or cheese li.xfierience.
shall render it ridiculous for them any longer
foreserved to the Spanish Division ; for the to sée him now ?” As was perhaps expected, as large as horhe’d cattle; A 'dragón fly s
The Post-Master General with his family,> to withhold it.
removal of which they are to.pay the wages the lady at once replied in the affirmative, wing will appearTO feet long. The dust of
customary in the country ; and they shall when Everett immediately took her to a moth’s wing wíW seem tobe perfect feath are in New York on a northern tour.—'The
wards the railing of the bridge and told her
also pay for their provisions.,
Jackson papers say nothing about the ° trav
Launches.—A brig, 260 tons burthen^
9. The colonel, of the division of the.Span to look over. She did so and in a few mo ers, each six feet’ih length?
elling Cabinet” now.
ments
the
chief
of
the
Republic
appeared
in
ish armv is charged with the fulfilment of
built by Messrs. G. & I. Lord, of this town,
A Southern fféper contains an advertise
the
waters
of
the
Potómac,
kicking
and
the capitulation with respect ta the troops
Naval.—We learn that the recent order was launched from the ship yard belonging
ment of a Avhite yfrUh, named Adam Smith,
on the Bar: and he will alsd see that the plunging from under the arch, where he who says he was kidnapped seven years to fit the frigate Brandy wine for sea, has
passage is afforded to the general who com- was quietly enjoying the comforts of a cold since. An attempt 'was made to kidnap-a been countermanded by We Secretary of the to those gentlemen, on Tuesday last. This
bath, a refreshment of, which he is said io
jnandsthe point.called Dona Çéciliia.
is a very superior vessel—built by good
“boy, at Philadelphia, two years ago. Navy.
10. General Mier v 1'eyap will appoint be very fond; This-Was,Mrs. Royal’s first white
workmen, of the best materials and copperThe Editor of the Pennsylvania Record says,
formal
introduction
to
President
Adams.
two officers wh® will facilitate hfo.operations
“1 have mi doubt there are many white chil
Pennsylvania.—The official, returns of fastened. Her billet-head and? the orna
;:
"
C&ZonzcZ f 17. C.J
according to tiiefoi egoing articles.
dren--ia’slaLier^/a^ the.B.PaR the votes for Governor of Pennsylvania, are ments on her bows and stern; which were
The above is agreed to and confirmed ‘bj
as follows: Wolf 76.673—Ritner 50,151 —
The Tariff.—K lot of rotten apples was
the undersigned, on th© day and/date before
executedin this town, are specimens of un
Reform.\ Rewarding one Jackson man Gov. Wolf’s majority 26,522.
seizedmrtlie Market House of Détroit, last
mentioned.
commonly handsome carving.
w e ek, by ai revenue officer, which had been in New-Hampbb'ffc, with the Canterbury
P-edr.a de Landero, .
It is stated that bn the second trial of the
Only one other vessel has been built in the
illegally brought into Uncle Sam’s premises. Post-Officé, wfifol) yields the enormous sum
Jose Igti ado Yberri,
Certain French ladies, claiming to be the of $50 a year/'the. post office lias been re speed of the new steam-boat President, she ship-yards at the landing the past season—a
fuse Jintonio Mejia,
owners of this valuable property, set up a moved so far,offthe.mail? road, that Govern sailed at the rate of eighteen miles an hour. brig, of 286! tons, built by. Messrs. Titcomk
Jvse Migitel Salomon,
horrible clamor, and, being joined by a hun ment have agreed U pay the contractor $150 —The Providence Journal says, it is confi
dred more womemand boys, pelted the dep-, a year extra for the service. I he people of dently believed by. those acquainted with & Smith, which was launched several weeks
, Pùlge-yctv.ScdaSi
Canterbury were satisfied with the old loca her power, that sue will make her trips be since. This is also a first rate vessel, well
uty fairly off the ground, discharging their tion.
Î ratify the forègoing Capitulation.
f .New-Y^rk, Com. Jldv.
tween that place and-New-York in fourteen
missiles with such good aim and effect, that
Antonia Lopez de Santa, Ann a.
built and copper-fastened.
[This is an apt, i Host ration of the benefits hours.
he looked like one large rotten apple him
I ratify the foregoing Capitulatron.
self. The unfortunate man was intercepted resulting from the Jacksonian system of-“ re
Isidro Barradas.
Mr. Noadiah Rockwell, Jr. of Middletown,
in his flight by a corps of juvenile citizens, form.” Here is $150 per annum of the peo
ADDITIONAL ARTICLES.
Vermont.—The Legislature of this State
Conn, has for sale ever-bearing., raspberry
Proposed by the Sfianish general.—If any welt.supplied.with rotten eggs, who’ impro ple’s cash, paid out, merely to indulge the bushes, from the banks of the Mississippi. adjourned on Friday the 30th ult. after a
ved
his
condition
1
by
discharging
them,
at
Post-Master General in the luxury ofturn
Spanish forces belonging to the division ot
A law abolishing aff
begin to near early in the .bpring and session of 22 days.
General Barradas should arrive at this port, him. Thus was Uncle Sam deprived of his ing out an Adams man to-give place to a 'They
fruit
and
the
hopes
of
having
chickens
and
thorough
going; Jacksonian. Mr. Bradley, continue until frost comes, the fruit in its va military trainings, excepting one each year,
they will be prevented frony landing, and
in companies, for the inspection of arms, was
this' convention shall be made known to his dignity violated in the-person of his offi in his letter to the Post Master General, rious surges appearing upon the same twig.
cer All this is owing to the Tariff,
spoke in no equivocal terms of targe sums of
them.
JV. Y.JJom. ddv.
money sunk by' reason of the improper ad
Some of the late variations in roguery in passed during the session. A motion to dis
Proposed by the Mexican General.—The
ministration of the Department. Perhaps New York are the following: requesting miss the bill was negatived 129 to 4$; and
general, commanders, officers and troops
The Ohio State Journal says—“ Howev much of the ailekged loss of public money is small loans of money from shop keepers.m a motion to provide for regimental reviews
who belong to the division of the General
owing to this bliud eagerness .to “ reform” in the name of a neighbor ;. going to a man’s once in three years was also lost.
Banradas, solemnly promise never to return er strong may be the wishes of Mr. Clay faithful officers from their trust, to maxe house,
and telling his wife that her husband
a private
IU remain
IXlUUUi in
1-11 c*
pinav^ station,
amwv«., the
-■■'- indications
------------------------- --, ■, .
nor take up arms against the Mexican Re» to
As.who
,.<.a are
ImlAiant
At- ■ ot then has soiled, his coat with paint, and wants ins
_ tor those...
-^^Co
that he will be called by the public voice, to?piace
ignorant
public.
best one to wear home ; and running off
repair
duty.]
■ • ‘
’
' Centjnel.
Representatives.—In Calais District;
ivpuil the evils which
--------- the
-- - present ad tn ini'swith an oysterman’s horse .and waggon, oys on Saturday the 31st ult. Jlnson'G. Chandlerv
From Rio Janeiro.— \ letter to th© editors tratipn are bringing upon the country, as
A correspondent of. the Worcester Spy ters and all.
of the Balt-more American from one of their well, as io^^c- the great national interests
Esq. a Jackson man; was chosen Represen
correspondents at Rior says, under date of connected with the American System of In writes from Nbrt'nbdro’, that a stranger,
A’new .novel from the pen of our country tative in the next Legislature.—The .Adver
31st August : The ship Gen,. Putnam, in 8 ternal Jmprovement&and, Domestic Manu calling himself ingfois Bickford, being sick
day st from Buenos Ayres brings, dates, to the factures upon a firm and solid basis, are too and destitute, was relieved .by ¿he town, sup-, man Cooper is announced as on the eve of tiser states, that Jon a. Linnen, Esq. Repre
18th August No . melioration had taken unequivocal to admit of a doubt ; and if his plied.with. cidthmg ano conveyed to Boston. publication- It is.entitled ” 1 he Borderers.” sentative from Georgetown, &c. is not a
place in Buenos Ayres, nj relation to the un valuable life be, spared, nothing short of.a On his arrival ue suddenly disappeared, ta
Jacksonman, as he was set down in the list
settled state of the country. The elections miracle can prevent his succeeding the pres king witfi TiimfAfRluabie great coat also, not
A seaman on board of the frigate Brandy
his own. He is believed to be an., impostor wine, on her return voyage, tell from the published last week, but a national republi
had taken place«, but as the deputies-elect ent incumbent, on the 4th Of. March, 1833.”
and cheat. BeW about 4U years old, says foretopsail yard, struck the hud of the vessel can.
were composed of' a mfefbrity of Lav all es
Sam Patch made a jump of about 50 feet he has parents in port land, and has recently and tell into the sea. A gal font tar. named
party, the others thought that some unfair
conduct had been prac^jsedi and again re from the fore yard of the steamer N iagara, returned trom New-York?;
Phelan, of.New-York, ieaped.m and by great
lie wed hostilities.' In consequence, however, by way. of whet, at noon on the LZrii ult.
efforts saved him. The officers made ”p a
New-Jersey.—The Legislature of thisof a victory having been obtained by the At 4 o’clock he made bis great jump of up
A Newfoundland dog, after taking a bird’s purse of one hundred dollars for him.
state met at Trenton, on Tuesday, the 27tlv
Buenos Ayreah, army oyer that of the Prov wards of 120 feet in fine style. It rained hard, eye view of the old basin in the bchuylkill
ult. The Jackson party have a majority in
ince of Cordova, and affairs theft; having be yet 3Q0 persons,assembled on the Island, and river recentlypiunged in.,and bore oft' in his
On Thanksgiving day, it any one is so dis
come settled, Rosas permitted . the commu congratulated .him on his re-appearance., mouth what an eye witness called “ a thun posed, he can eat his regular meals in three both branches.?—On joint ballot of both
nications which had been interrupted be Sam spoke first—” There’s no mistake in dering big eel,’’¿.which, he took, home, and different States without travelling.20, miles, houses, Garret D. .Wall, Esq. (an old
tween Buenos Ayres and Chili, to be opened Sam. Patch !” and,-.the waving ofhandker- had cobkeo. 'w.fftj ¿agestuffing, these clogs
viz/. breakfast in Maine, dine in New Hamp- fashioned federalist,) was elected Governor,
again. A new election was to take place ph chieis,. and huzzas,testifiedAh? same.
know-a thjng ^kwp. . .
_
shiré^^nd sup in Massachusetts.
39 to 15, 2 scattering.—Mr. Wall decli
... . —
the 20th August, wh'içh it was hoped wbtfId
Portsmouth Gaz.
NORTHAMPTON, OCT. 14.
prove satisfactory .”
ned accepting the appointment.—On the 6th
The Boston Xfoii.i icf estates that a living ser
3 In relation to affairs at Rio, â letter under
Mixing of Fruit.-r A.tew days'since, Eb- pent was shownjjfthat office oq Thursday by
Inst, both houses' met in convention, when?
Stray
Pig.
—
James
Pigg,
of
Nashville,
date of 31 st August saÿs
Things are not enezer Hunt, Esq. of this town, picked from a. fespectabifo.pbysician, which bad, been,
as they ought to be. A jvery strong party a large greening apple tree, a brown rough drawn a few -days before from the body of a advertises, his wife as an absentee from his Peter D. Vroom, Jr. was elected Govern
exists here inffavor of an absolute monarchy, skinned apple, which could nqt be distin child in NewfoQ^by its mother. It is about bed and board.
or, in place of Mr. Wall. The vote was for
having oh ifo1 side a number of emigrant mil guished from a com mon. russet; the colour, 6 inches long, of the bigness of a large goose
Vroom 42, Williamson 13.
itary characters ffom thé mother country;” kbape, size and taste were like the russet, quill, and the. head; larger than- the largest
County Treasurer of Oxford.—Henry
Rust
(National
Republican),
had
legally
re

and unlike the greening apple * £ he apple pea : of the bouse adder-.species,;, back yel
turned 1835^ votes. Alanson Mellen, (Jack* From Portugal>—Q^tf Bowers of brig grew near the extremity of a twig 10 or 12 lowish-brown, belly bluish .white.
From the East.— A report was received
son) had 1312 ; scattering 10. The votes of
Antelope at. Bfovidën'cç, reports that Amer feet from the ground, with greenings around
in Niew York, on Sunday last, brought.by the
Buckfield,
where
Rust
had
38
and
Mellen
ican vessels were subject to every species of it, and one touching it. No scion or bud has
The NewcYork Journal of Commerce
This however did not ship Atlantic, from Trapani, 24th September;
imposition. The.Antelope was detained 25 ever .been inserted in; the greening, tree. having stated .that as a hackney coach was 100, were rejected.
days, for want of à dpcujDentfthàJ would cost The nearest russet tree is about seven, rods passing up Broadway on Monday night, a affect the result.
w that the British and French had taken pos
150c. although coming from a port w,here distant. Was the greening blossom.impreg carman drove the wheel of his cart against
session of .the Forts on the Dardanelles, and
the v was no Consul. The country
still nated by the farina or pollen of the russet the breast of the poor animal and killed him
An Inquest was held in thia town on Sat that the British fleet had passed through the
in a very unsettled & <»nfused state ; nocoh - blossoms ?
instantly,—the New-York Courier says there urday last, upon the body of Mary Eagan,
fidence & no money.—The second > squadron
is a statute ofthe state making it manslaughter who died suddenly.
The Verdict of the Black Séa.”‘ Thé report is not generally
for Terceira was making very slow progress.
Purchasers are cautioned in the Connecti to kill a. hackney.'Cbach' punishable,by death Jury wl*i that she came to her death by blows credited.
A report says, that two frigates of the Mi- cut Mirror against a" large quantity of Cast and seven years imprisonment afterwards.
inflicted by her husband ! Since then he has
guelite squadron had revolted and given, Tora-Axes, which are about to be thrown in
been examined before several Magistrates
Eastern.Congressional District.—
themselves up to the Terceirans.
The inhabitants of Rockland being non and Committed to await his trial at the next
to.the market; They are of very handsome
A.correspondent of the Belfast Republican
' Eastport Sentjnel, Oct. .28.
appearance, being ground and finished so as pulsed in; their conjectures as to the sudden Court.
Journal, a Jackson paper, recommends that
Doni* Miguel.—’The Kingdom of Angola; ,to resemble' closely the most * approved Gust disappearance of sundry kitchen utensils,
We understand that Mr.. William Dorr, Messrs. Jarvis & Hathaway, the Jackson»
in Africa, one of the most valuable and ex steely axes used by woodchoppers. The linen, poultry, &c one of.them finally discov
tensive possessions of Portugal, has thrown cast iron axes are doubtless made like Peter ered a faint smoke on the fop of Haverstraw late Deputy Inspector of the customs in this candidates for representative to Congressmountain, and on-a visit, found soine of their town, has been removed from office.
off the" yoke of Miguel, and proclaimed D. Pindar’s razors, to. sell.
from the Eastern. District, be dropped ah
goods and an unknown man asleep. On trial
■
HaltowelI Adv.
Mafia II. ; and in thjs revolt in favor of the
The National Intelligencer says, “ if we he was sent to prison for Six.nionths.
the approaching election, and that, their
proper authorities, one life only was lost —that of the governor, for opposing the public are not deceived, there will, be some “ Re
—~
Turnip.—A turnip, of the kind called 'friends unite in supporting Joseph Wll.forms” at the corning session of Congress,
will.
Wild ducks are unusually plenty in the I” White English,” ( Brassica Rapaj which
which the liegq.subjects of King Caucus lit waters ot Maryland, this season, and the old 1 girts 3 feet and weighs 18 pounds, was raised . LIÀMSON, Esq. of Waldo County. The edit
Straw.paper is now used in Pennsylvania tle look for, and wifi rejoice at less than they sportsmen say they will.be more numerous the present season by the keeper of.the or of that paper coincides with the views ©R
'
his correspondent.
than for several years.
1 light at Senguin Island, Me.;,
for paper hangings, and pronounced beautiful. look for;”
HMSB
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RaM ^MritNJ.^rThe following was coihicated to Mr. Topliff, at Merchants7
, by Mr. Clark, a passenger in the Will& Henry.
Bos. Pat.
The Russian head quarters were at
ianople about Sept. 1.1 or 12. About the
i deputation was sent by the Siiltan to
Russian head quarters with proposals
lieace ; but the terms were considered
missible, on the part of the Turks—the
“.''x lonu' t0 iijfdf minary articles being the payment of
U,1S a wbiiihp'j j)00,000 °f silver roubles, as.ah indemnity
1‘he poor Pe expenses of the w^r. It was supposfred \n
hat the Russian army would ehter Con‘ tliei'f(!ii(|tinopie, about the 15th Sept, and without
ni thc Scna[eilli ¡battle. In fact, the financial system of
nediately
key is sb bad, and the taxes upon the
the uci es ; ft)le have been so burdensome, that a war
any powerful nation could not be
retiiTi)S|j|f gained, nor could an armynowberaismd now they streil h make any serious resistance in any
no chni,-,. I of Turkey. Since the passage of the
,nnip, <•,.
all hope of defending Tuikey in
'
ltlle’’W|)pe seems to have been abandoned.”
1 'lt winch is per-"will be observed that the above furnishthis subject the.b o later specific intelligence from the seat
by tl)e selectmen ^r’ than that before received.

BuetfoS Ayres.—fay the Bunker Hill; at
New-York, papers to the 5th Sept, are re
ceived; After high Mass at the Cathedral
on Sunday, the new Governor received the
felicitations of the public functionaries upon
his late appointment. The Charge d’Affairs
of the United Statesand His Britannic Majes
ty, were afterwards presented to His Excel
lency by Gen. Guido. Te Deum was cele
brated also as thanks to the Almighty tor the
termination of the civil war. In the cortege
were Generals Alvear, Lavalie, Soler, Ad
miral Brown, Colonel O’Brien, the Consul
General of Brazil, &c.

MARRIED—In Saco, 5tfi inst. Mr. Sam
uel Lovell, jun. to Miss Clarissa Grant.
In Biddeford, 5th inst. Mr. Ivory Dame, to
Miss Lydia Stpne..
In Portland, Capt James Lunt, to Miss
Sarah Rounds, formerly of Saco.
In York. Mr. Samuel Spinney, of Ports
mouth, N. H. to Miss Sybel Bunker.

NEXT WEEK.
NEXT TUESDAY— VlTH

NOV.
ILL be sold at Auction, at 1 o’clock
P. M. near the store .of
G REENOUGH, BO DWELL,
Co.
1 yoke of Oxen ; 3 young Cows ; 1 Heifer ;
Horse & Chaise ; and several other articles.
ANDON WEDNESDAY, NOV. 18,
at 1 o’clock P. M. at the house in Wells, the
.former residence of Jonas Clark, Esq.
deceased, Farming Utensils, Furniture and
other articles.
Kennebunk, Nov. 14.

OBITUARY;

W

At a Court of Probate held at Alfred,
within and for the county of York, on
the first Monday in November^ in the
year of bur Lord eighteen hundred and
twenty-nine, by the lion. W1LLIAÉ
A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
MARY RICKER, administratrix of the
estate of Thomas Ricker, late of
Berwick, in said, county, tanner, deceased,
having presented her second account of ad
ministration of the estate of said deceased
for allowance :
ORDERED,—That the said administra
trix give notice to all persons interested, by
causing a co'py of this order to be publish
ed three weeks successively in the Kenne
bunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, in said
county, that they niay appear at a Probate
Court to be held at York, in Said county, oil
the first Monday in December next, at ten
of the clock in the foreiiooft, and shew cduse;
if atty they have, why lhe sanie should not be
allowed.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, R'egfn
A true copy—Attest,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
12th
November 7:

DIED—In this town, on Wednesday eve
New-York Election.—The official canvass ning last, George, youngest child of Mr.
of the votes at the recent election in New- Moses Savary, aged 3 years. .
York, gives the following results : eight of
In Limerick, 3d inst. Capt, Samuel P.
the candidates for the Assembly nominated Downing, aged 37.
at Tammany Hall are chosen, two of the
In Newfield, 2d inst. Gapt. James Ayer.
candidates nominated by the seceders from
In Waterborough, 29th ult. Mr. Nathaniel
T-ammany, one of whom was also on the re Carpenter.
publican ticket, are also chosen, and Mr.
In New-Market, N. H. (Lamprey River,)
Ebenezer Ford of the Merchauick’s ticket is Mr. Nathaniel Seavey, formerly of Parsonsthe eleventh successful candidate. The N. fiekl.
Y. Commercial Advertiser says—Mr. Ford
Drowned from on board sch. Privado,
is said to be an honest and sensible man, and 29th Sept. Mr. Joseph Foster,ot Eliot, aged
ILL be sold at Public Vendue, at
by no means attached to the doctrines of the 22,
're f°r swcral.jears
----the dwelling-house of Benjamin
Free Inquirers, or the visionary projects of
Dat, in Kennebunk, on Thursday next,
were not
Spanish Invasion.l—a he Vera the Agranians.
SHIP
NEWS.
inst; at 2 o’clock in the afternoon, the follow
although evitai1 Noticioso of Sept. 21, says—“ We arc
ing Stock, Fanning Utensils, 8cc. viz :
At a Court of Probate held dt Alfred^
In the city of Albany, Messrs. Lush, Ganer e-thtlcninn T1 prised to announce officially, that the
KENNEBUNK,
NOV.
b
c an' 1,15 ¡nv has made his appearance on the shore sevoort, and Gallup, have received a major
within and for the county of York, on
a COWS;
4 OXEN ;
r Jl)Sia'\Wuniil^.le Pacific, and has disembarked at Port ity of votes for the House of Assembly. Mr.
thefirstMonday in November,intheyettr
arrived.
to distinguish U tel, in the state of Ottjaca,—advancing as Lush is one of the Republican Candidates—
7 SHEEP;
Nov. 8—Sch. Ploughboy, Walker, Boston. 3 Young Cattle;
of our Eord eighteen hundred and twen
ejected. V« Js Pochutla, about 20 leagues from Oajaca the other two Jacksonmen. Mr. Colvard,
9— Sip. Mary, Perkins, do.
the Republican candidate for Sheriff is elect
ty-nine hy the Honourable WILLIAM
1 Sleigh and Harness ; X pair of Iron Bound
ctmen ofaxotaq Censor of the same date says
We ed.
10— Sch. Washington, Brown, do.
Wheels ; S Chains; X good Clock ; X good
A. Hh '.-'IaS, Judge of said Court :
Sch.
Lewis,
Webber,
do.
igethyr inapplicable n that his Excellency the Vice President
Cider,Milk
OHN G. TI’EÀKINS, administrator bf
Ieratici). We
Received or(Iers at his head quarters, in
X
HARROW,
and
a
large
quantity
of
We learn, that on Saturday last, the col
SAILED.
the estate of Jacob Emerf, late of
ven n
ant la, to descend with his army to Ja- lector of this port removed from office, Ez
Farming
Utensils
;
a
lot
of
Hogsheads"
and
Nov. 9—Brig Cadmus, White, Porto Rico.
Kennebunk, in said codnty, deceased, having
1
.
; but from the above news, neverthe- ra Davis weigher and guager, William C.
Barrells
—
together
with
a
great
many
other
Brig Horace, Foss, New-Orleans.
m the Legislature he has probably received orders to pro- .
presented his first account of administration
articles.
Jarvis, and Daniel Rhodes inspectors, and in
11— Sch. Louisa, Ward, Boston
of the estate of said deceased for allowance ;
.ee of the House¿f. to Tehuacan, from whence he'may their ste'Sd, appointed Theodore Dexter,
Kettnebunk, November 7,1829.
and also his private account against thè said
•sy. satisfactorilyDajaca and that State in case of need. weigher and guager, and E. L. Cunningham
WELLS, NOVEMBER 11.
estate for allowance :
\
. ; ,’|e has energy and activity, we have
and
John
Banchor,
inspectors.
Bos.
Pat.
S
ailed
.
—
brig
Byron,
Bourne,
for
Hayti
;
ADJOURNMENT.
ae rather. li)tieKng to fear, not only from 8 or 10,000
ORDERED,——That the said adthlmstra12
—
brigSabat,
Bragdon,
for
St.
Domingo.
¡/RHE
above
sale
stands
adjourned
to
tor give noticeto all persons interested, by
itleof Hon. preceded wards, nor even from 40 or 50,000. OpinThursday
next,
at
i
o
’
clock
P.
M.
at
By
the
last
accounts,
the
sickness
had
acausing a copy of this order tobe publisher!
memoranda.
ry candid man J tan not be more strongly pronounced
three weeks successively, in the Kennebunk
that the vntM n»t so detestable a cause,^since with very bated at New Orleans, but was raging (ac
Saco, Nov.6.—Ar. sch. Marcia, Tarbox, the place before named.
Kennebunk,
Ntiv.
14.
cording
to
the
N.O.
Courier)
in
the
towns
Gazette, printed at Kenhèbuhk, in said
SW£lljnificant exceptions all the inhabitants
Boston ; 7th, sch. Eagle, Benson, do ; sip.
on
the
river
nearly
all
the
way
upto
Natchcounty,
that they may appear at a Probate
Abijah Isher.tlifte Republic detest the Spanish govern»
William, Davis, do. ; 10th, sch. Packet,
es,
with
the
exception
of
St.
Jacques
and
Court to be held at York, in said county, on
PROBATE
Hartley, do. ; sip. Charles, Benson, do.—
Tinerly a memberoit
one or two other parishes, which still remain Sailed, Nov. 4th, schs. Saco, Murch, Bos
the first Monday tn December next, at ten
eve the title of HcnJ
----------healthy.
ton ; Maine, Smith, do. ; Columbia, Gains, At a Court of Prolate holden at Alfred, of the Clock in the forenoon, and »hew cause,
gentlemen below nos Aere s'.—By the Ruth at Philawithin and for the County of York, on if any they have why the sartie Should hot
do. ; Ant, Benson, do. ; 5th, New-Packet,
hia, papers to Aug. 29 are received
The connexion between Jacksonism and Fuller, Nantucket ; 7th, sip. Register, Hill,
the first Monday of November, in the be allowed.
e? All was quiet,at Buenos Ayres. The
le Jackson party are. administration Had been arranged. All disorganization is forcibly illustrated by the do.
year of our Lord eighteen hundred and Attest; Wm. Cutter ALleK’, Reg'r.
A true copy-—Attest,
At Trinidad de Cuba, 6th ult. brig Eunice,
•eople have elected»iiewly appointed ministers have entered, result of the recent New-York City Election.
twenty-nine, by the Hon. WILLIAM A.
of three thousand Jacksonmen voted Stevenson, of and from Saco, dis’g.
Wm: Cutter Allen,
es of the Senate and1 thè discharge of their respective func- Upwards
HAYES, Judge of said Court :
Ar. at Boston, 6th inst. brig Mexico, Pat
L Senor Escalada has addressed a let- for the “ Infidel” Ticket.—Palladium.
Noverttber 7;
N
the
petition
of
J
ohn G. Penkins,
id to them ; yet such t0 Generai Juan Manuel Rosas, commanterson, of this p.mt, from Ivica, 20th Sept.
administrator of the estate of Jacob
The Baltimore Gazette states, that it is re
Ar. at Norfolk, 4th inst. brig Agenoria,
and chagrin at the of the county districts, stating that the
At a Court of Probate held al Alfred,
Emery, late of Kennebunk, in said county,
ported
that
Christopher
Hughes,
Esq.
now
Nowell, of and from this port, (ar. in the
eiranticipationspwirnment had authorised and given to the
within and for the Cpùnty of York^ on
deceased,
representing that the personal es
Roads
2d.)
at
Brussels,
has
been
offered
the
appoint

v are unwilling toil-^al ful1 Powers
regulate the peace of
the first Monday in Nóvember, in the year
y aie un
gi -o^try, and relied upon his patriotism ment of Minister to Mexico, in place of Mr.
At Trinidad, 15th ult. brig Eunice, Ste tate of said deceased is not sufficient to pay
the just debts which he owed at the time of
oj our Lord eighteenhùn'dred and'twentyuntil circumstance!
into effect.
Poinsett, who is to return home.
venson, of Saco, for New-York, in 10 days.
his death by the sum .of two hundred and
nine, by the Honourable WILLIAM A.
is for them any loogthe new provisional governor of the coloThe wreck of sch. Geo. Washington, from ninety-five dollars and ninety-three cents,
Fuan Jose Viamont, issued a proclamaA public dinner was given to the Hon. Boston of and for Baltimore, was fallen in and praying for a license to sell and convey
HAYES, Judge of said Court :
;Augf 2fO,;in which he promised to over- James Brown, late U. S. Minister to France, with 31st ult. 70 miles E. of Cape Henry, so much of the real estate of said deceased
ETSEY BERRY,, administratrix of
*****
the past, bi|t to put down with the by his friends in New-York city, on the 16th having been dismasted the night previous, as may be necessary for the payment of said
the estate of JaeìeS Berrt, late of
j, 260 tons burte. arm of power, those that should raise ult.
by brig Agenoria, at Norfolk, of 8c from this debts and incidental charges :
Shapleigh, in said county, deceased, having
1. Lord, of this , ¡report^was
lscor(^
ORDERED,— That the petitioner give presented her first àccoìint of administration
port, and Capt. Brodrick and 6 men taken off;
prevalent at Monte Video,
A fire broke out in a small tenement occu
notice thereof to the heirs 6f said deceased,
ship yard belong j)Octor Francia, the Dictator of Para pied as a moulding shop, on the wharf in rear together with several articles of clothing, &c. and to all persons interested in said estate, of the estate of said deceased for allowance ;
and also a petition for allowance out of the
Tuesday last
was dead; this has caused some hopes of Messrs. Starbuck Sc Co’s. Iron Foundry,
Interesting to Coasters.—The Glou- by causing a copy of this order to be pub personal estate of Said deceased :
ressel—built by gwlthe trade oi the country will be opened? Sea Street, Boston, on the night of the 30th
lished
in
the
Kennebunk
Gazette,
printed
in
ORDERED,—That the said administra
ester Telegraph says there is a want of
ult. The fire communicated to the Cooper’s
Kenriebunk, in said county, three weeks suc
mterials »»4'»F,fom4;a._The ■rhaddells at New.York shop of Mr. J. T. Barrister, which together judgment on the part of those Who tnter cessively; that they may appear at a Probate trix give notice to all persons interested, by
causing
a copy of this order tobe published
that port for shelter during a storm, which
-head and the oni.gS (Jarthagena dates to October 4. Ad- with his tools, a quantity of barrels, salt, is
to drop their anchors in the channel be Court to be holden at York, in said county, three weeks successively, in the Kennebunk
nd stern; which rag had been received from Bogota, that staves, mackerel, 8cc. were destroyed.—His tween Ten Pound Island and the Fort, in on the first Monday in December next, at Gazette, printed at Kennebunk; in Said
are soeclms ©faterai Corcjpba.had set up the standard of loss is estimated at rising $2,500.—-About 1100 stead of proceeding to the inner harbor, ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew county, that they may appear at a Probate
barrels of mackerel, belonging to individuals where good anchorage and safety maybe cause, if any they have why the prayer of Court to be held at Alfred, in Said county, on
. v
illion in Antioquia ; but it was not
ary mg.
losed that he would meet with success, in Boston andCambridge-port, were destroy
said petition should not be granted.
the first Monday in January next, at ten of
el has been bmltinttt, rumor was that he had been only joined ed.—Several vessels lying at the wharf were found during a heavy blow. If this system
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Reg'r.
the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if
was generally adopted fewer Vessels Would be
jng the past seasoworty or fifty men of no influence or wealth, partially injured.
A true copy—attest,
any they have why the same should hot be
obliged to tjike an outer birth, as lias been
bv Messrs. Tiot tra quhity of Bogota had not been disallowed.
Wm. CuTTEtt Allen, Register.
the case heretofore, in consequence of the on
7 ‘. ,sed by thè intelligence. Cordoba had
The Steamboat Connecticut made her ly safe passage being blocked up. The space
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Rüfr*
November 7.
aunched several
a partial alarm among the unarmed one hundredth trip from Portland to Boston, between
the Island and Eastern Point"is also
A true copy—attest,
first rate vessel, " ¡ens ; but according to the report made on Tuesday of last week. Her passages have a good anchoring ground, and should be morev .1« a.Court of Probate holden at Alfred,
ne(j
ne minister of war by Col. Francisco Ur- averaged 12 hours.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Registers
hin andfor the. county o] Yofk, on the
within
frequently used by coasters and fishing ves
bta, he would be able with two hundred
November 2.
sels. They will there find a shelter'from
first
Monday
of
November,
in
the
year
of
Tans to restore tranquility to the provThe Legislature of Rhode Island adjourn storms, a convenient place to get under way,
our Lord eighteen hundred and twenty
egislature of this
Antioquia. A column of 700 was imand plenty of sea room. The vessels which
I’UTNAM’S MURRAY,
nine, by the Honourable WILLIAM A.
». nnu u .fiJ’alely ordered to march under Gen. Or- ed on the 31st ult. after a session of four and drifted ashore in the late gale, were at an
the oOth ult. wt but it was supposed that their pres- a halfdays.
HAYES; Judge oj said Court
Improved Stereotype Edition.
chor in the channel, and outer harbor, where
A law abolishing i. wouid scarcely be requisite to quell the
N the petition of John Littlefield,
the whole force of the gale, and a heavy
T
hanksgivings
.
—
Thursday,
the
3d
day
S. C. STEVENS—DOPER.
xepting one eachyairbance.
administrator of the estate of Benja
December next, lias been appointed by the ground swell was felt by them.
min Coes, late of Kennebunk-port, in said
inspection of arms,«
—- ----Continues to publish
Governor of New-York, tube observed as a
county, deceased, representing that the per
1Sion A motion tofe^o.-Letters from Vera Cruz of Sept, day of thanksgiving and praise throughout
AN ABRIDGEMENT OF
sonal estate of Said deceased is not sufficient
on „ ¡s mention a report, which it was feared that State. The same day has been ap
MURRA ITS ENGLISH
gatived 129
prove true, that the state of Guadalto pay the just debts which he owed at the
pointed in Vermont.—In Ohio, on the 19 th To the Hon. Gentlemen members of the time of his death by the sum of four hun
fbr regimental refiwra has declared itself independent of the inst.
Senate and of the House of Representa
dred and five dollars and thirty-four tents,
as also lost.
‘eral Government.
tives in Législature assembledfor 1830. and praying for a license to sell and convey
ONTAINING also Punctuation, thè
Notes under rules in Syntax, and Les*
Representative Districts.—The 4th
Respectfully represent the undersign so much of the real estate of said deceased
z. ■ ntr Appointments by the President.
trial for a choice of Representative to the ed inhabitants of the town of Shapleigh, as may be necessary for tht payment of said sons in Parsing. To thè latter of which are
s. In Calais ®
George Sch warz, to be Consul of the State Legislature was made in Sullivan dis County of York, and State of Maine, that debts and incidental charges :
prefixed, Specimens illustrative of that Ex
jit. Anson G.CiaRted States at Vienna, in the Austrian trict, on the 2d inst. No choice. Another said town is large in territory, that it has al
ORDERED,—That the petitioner give no ercise, and false Syntax to be corrected. AB
s was chosen RepiW’’’e>
„
v v + trial will be made on the 30th inst. —Meet ways been divided into two Parishes, that tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, appropriately arranged. To all which is
’. ,
T. „ A/Jmes Lennox Kennedy, of New i^ork, to ings will be holden in Lubec District to-day, the town Meetings are held in each Parish and to all persons interested in said estate, adapted a New System of Questions. From
gislature. f
Consul of the United States for the Ports for the purpose of choosing a Representative. alternately, that, by the waters of Square by causing a copy of this order to be pub the second Portsmouth edition, enlarged and
BY Samuel Putnam.
Linnen, Esq,WSuaymas, Mazattan and San Blas, in Mr. Mowry is the republican and Mr. Eli and Long'Ponds and Mousom River (so call lished in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in improved.
Price 18| Single—§1,75 per Doaen.
tgetown, &c.
Everett, of New York, to be Con- ot the Jackson Candidate. Nothing is heard ed) the easy and direct intercourse betweeh Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks
from Woolwich.
the Parishes is much impeded : the course successively, that they may appear at a Pro
was setdown nn ,|bfthe United States at Panama, in the
To this Edition is added two pages of
of the roads, the situation of the bridges bate Court to be holden at York, in said coun
but a national rep ublic of Colombia.
Those who hold subscriptions for the Prot across the water and the location of the ty, on the first Monday in Decembei- next, at “ Parsing Tables,” which will be found very
asa Worthington, of New York, to be estant and Eclectic Review* are requested to Meeting-houses, being relatively such; as to ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew valuable, and well calculated to rèsolve a
ijsul of the United States, at Lima and for send them to the Publishers of the Kennebec render the route which a large majority of cause, if any they have; why the prayer of sentence in Etymological and Syntactical
Parsing, into its several parts of speech ; to
—f ports of Peru, vice William Radcliff, Journal, Augusta, on or before the 15th of the people in either Pariàh have to travel in said petition should not be granted.
show their inflections and application to the
attending town meetings m the other; verÿ Attest; Wmi Cutter Allen, Reg^r.
he Legislatuve «,{seph W. E. Wallace, to be Consul of November.
appropriate
rules of Syntax, and the mutual
circuitous, and the distance from five to
A true copy—attest,
dependence of the several words ; or, in
i, on Tuesday,‘United States at San Antonia, in Mexico,
twelve miles ‘ That in consequence of this
other words, to explain why a thing be so.
Wm. Cutter Allen, Registeri,
irty have a ro8J0|,|t'l| David Dixon, resigned.
The eighth trial for choice of Representa inconvenience not more than about three
ioint ballot of ’ hn M. Bowyer, of Alabama, to be Con- tive to Congress in the fifth Congressional hundred and sixty ever attend town meeting
November 7.
-_________
Mr._Samuel Putnam, Sir—I have exam 
'
Vjq (whf the United States at Guazacualeo in
with some attention, the Sterotype edi
District in Vermont, took place on the 2d notwithstanding our whole number of voters At a Court of Probate holden at Alfred, ined
tion of an Abridgment o£ Murray’s English
w ALL’ . r?„pff;iicico, vice Charles Douglas removed.
in town exceeds five hundred : We therefore
within and f'of the County of York, on Grammar. Having, for a considerable time,
I was elected b°ve' jmanue| J. West, to be Charge d’Affairs inst. Gen. Cahoon, the anti masonic candi your petitioners, pray your Honors to divide
—Mr. Waif
United States, to the Republic of Peru. date, is electedby a handsome majority. The said town either by the Parish line or by the
the first Monday of November, in the used the former editions of the same. work. I
.p„intinent-O»<K‘
----------year of our Lord eighteen hundred and was, in sòme measure, prepared to appre
last Danville paper publishes the returns waters of the said Square and Long Ponds
ciate this. The lessons in parsing are well
in convention, ^Jr.Jefierson on removals from Office.— from 34 towns, in which Cahoon had 3268 ; and Mousom River above mentioned, as you
twenty-nine, by the Hon. WILLIAM A. chosen and the arrangement of them a
in your wisdom, after examining the plan
1
i
Govert! letter from Mr. Jefferson, addressed to
HAYES,
Judge
of
said
Court.
valuable improvement. The New Sys
r- was elec
¡iridge Gerrv, of Massachusetts, dated Bell, (anti-Jackson) 1496; Scattering, (most of said town shall deem most proper : And
N the petition of Jonathan Cl Ar, ad tem of Questions has long been a de
Vail- The v°le'va :rch 29, 1801,* in which he communicates of which were given for Gen. Cushman., your petitioners further pray that the west
ministrator
of
the
estate
of
Samuel
sideratumin an introduction to the English
13
latter the principles which govern anti-Jackson,) 653. Mr. Dana, nominated erly part of said town be set off, incorporated
Clay, late of Waterborough, in said county,
Grammar, and seems perfectly to answer
in making such removals he conceived by the Jackson partv, declined being consid and denominated ACTON : And that such deceased,
representing
that
the
personal
es

the end designed. In short, I regard this
division of publick property and publick in
icqo—essary, he says :
of said deceased is not sufficient to pay little book as a highly valuable acquisition to
wasreROfficers who have been guilty of gross ered a candidate.—Mr. Cahoon, is a man of cumbrance, in said town of Shapleigh, be tate
the just debts which he owed at the time of our schools ; far preferable to any work of
-A report
of office,'such-as Marshals packing good talents, and decidedly opposed to Gen. made as justice and equity shall demand.
Thus your petitioriers as in duty bound will his death by the sum of four hundred and the kind that has come under my observa
iday last,brougm j l
j sbaq now remove as my prede- Jackson’s proscription and extravagance.
twenty-five dollars and twenty-five cents, tion, and am persuaded that your labor in
ever pray.
’ranani, 24thSept*tors ought in justice to have done. The
Signed by JOHN BOD WELL and a great and praying for a license to sell and convey this department of early science will meet
, v .pnrh had taken lances
be few, and governed by strict
so much of the real estate of said deceased all the encouragement you can desire.
The very civil and gentlemanly adher many others.
J ’ n nlaneM# and not fiaptypassion, the right of
as may be necessary for the payment of said
1 am, Sir, &c.
Shapleigh, October 5th, 1829.
on the vaiu<
.AI0N SHall suffer no invasion from ent of Mistress Delia Bodge, who edits the
debts and incidental charges i
ORANGE CLARK, Principal
had passed thio»6
Those who have acted well have noth- Augusta Patriot, labors under a small mis
ORDERED,—That the petitioner give
of the Portsmouth Lyceum.
renort is «ot 8el,tt to fear, however they may have differed
notice thereof to the heirs of said deceased
take, when he asserts that we have told sev
Rev,N. Bouton,D. D. Concord, ina letter
ii me in opinion.”
and
to
all
persons
interested
in
said
estate,
to the Publisher, says : **• I have examined
eral different stories about the Senators of ÆV ND for sale KO Casks of Thomaston
by causing a copy of this order to be publish the Analytical Reader and Putnam's Mur
LIME, by
J. W. MASON.
nrcriWD^ac^7/--In consequence of the death of this county. We invariably insisted that
ed in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in ray, which you were pleased to send me»
Kennebunk-port, Nov. 14.
SSSJOUAL n n„hlic person representing Jessamine and there was no choice, until we obtained a cer
Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks and do most cheerfully express my approba
successively, that they may appear at a Pro tion of the same.”
the Belfast 1*'e^. uxlford'counties in the Senate, a new elec- tified list of the votes, when it was ascertain-,
bate Court to be holden at York, in said
,aper, recomí»«1’.. took place Oct. 13. The District had ed that Mr. Usher was elected.
it7*They are for sale by James K. Remcountv, on the first Monday in December
the
tofore been nearly equally divided ; but
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and Ich, Kennebunk, and by the Booksellers in
HathvWh Ponsim has been the revolution, that George I.
JESSE LARRABEE,
Portland, Hallo well, Augusta, Gardiner,
rcsentative
The operations on the State House at Au
inv*-v “(jvn (Republican) received nearly two
OULD inform his friends and Cus shew cause, if any they have, why the pray Brunswick
and Cornish, and by thè traders
.'As of the votes, although opposed by gusta, says the Gardiner Chronicle of yes
tomers that he shall continue the er of said petition should not be granted.
District, be
and that “is Singleton, a highly respectable Jack- terday, ceased for the present season on Fri
Peddling Business until the first day A
ofttest, Wm. Cutter Allen ^Register. 1 generally in this vicinity and Strafford Coun
ty, N. H.
Section, Jos»« •H
day last. The first story of the north and January and no longer ; and those that are
_
A true Copy—attest,
pporting
south divisions of the building are erected indebted to him would do well to pay previ
*#*. Copies gratis to Sup. School Commit
W
m. Cutter Allen, Register.
tees and Preceptor» of Academies, for
al'do County. 1 " ke Androscoggin Free Press, at Brnns- and covered with a temporary roof to pro ous to that time and save cost.
November 7.
tect the work during winter.
amination,
Kennebunk, November 9, 1829.
,cides «» the
then ‘ has been discontinued.
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THE WREATH

WHIPPLE FARM—In Kittery,

VALUABLE MEDICINE!

School Books

Stationary.

Recommended by unquestionable and
conclusive testimonials.I
HE Proprietor confidently offers to the
public what experience has proved to Has for sale, a large assortment of
be one ofthe most efficacious compounds in
the Materia Medico, for the cure of that
School Books and Stationary,
clash of distressing, dangerous and inveterate
which
he is enabled to sell on as good terms,
Diseases produced by an impure state of the
blood, acrimony ofthe humours and vitiated oy wholesale or retail, as they can be pur
habit of body, and usually exhibiting them chased in anyr other place. His assortment
selves in the various forms of Scrofula, Salt Consists in part of the following :
Arithmetics.—Walch’s, Welch’s, StaniRheum, Leprosy, St. Anthony's fire, Fever
From an Irish Paper.
(irÿfcHE Subscriber continues to purchase Sores, Wfiit< Swellings, Foul and obstinate ford’s, Bezout’s, Temple’s, Colburn’s Intellec
4L Oï.
Ulcers, Sore Legs and Eyes, Scald Head, tual, Sequel to do. ; the American Sc Adams’.
BACHELOR’S HALL.
WILLIAM LORD.
Scurvy and Vencreat Taint, where Mercu ' Colburn’s Algebra.
Gibson’s and Flint’s Surveying.
Bachelor’s Hall ! what a queer looking place
October 29. 1829.
ry has failed.
Geographies.—Morse’s ; Cummings’,
it is!
S>^.
Adams’, W oodbridge’s, Worcester’s8c Good
Kape me from such all the days of my life ;
rich’s ; with or without Atlasses.—Fowle’s
Sure, but I think what a burnin’ disgrace it is, Wi^U^T received a good assortment of sea(^BOTANICAL DROPS! ! practical Geography.—Cummings’ 1st Les
Never at all to be getting a wife.
<¡0' sonable goods, which will be sold on
have, in a multitude of cases, cured these in sons.—Worcester’s Ancient Atlass.
See the old Bachelor, gloomy and sad enough, reasonable terms by
veterate and deep rooted complaints in their Spelling Books.—Marshall’s, Webster’s
ISAAC
FURBISH.
,
Placing his ta-kettle over the fire ;
worst and most hopeless stages. The Drops Cummings’, Picket’s, Emerson’s National
Soon it tips over—Saint Patricks ! he’s mad
WANTED AS ABOVE,
are also given with success for violent erup and Columbian.—Kelley’s Instructer, First
enough,
Clean Paper Rags, for which the high
and second Books.
(If he were present) to fight with the est price will be given in exchange for tions after the measles ; red blotches, fester
Grammars.—Murray’s, do. abridged, In
ing eruptions, and pimples on the face ; and
squire.
GOODS.
in connection with Dr. Jebb’s 'Linament, gersoll’s, do. abridged, Putnam’s Murray,
Oct. 31.______________________
"Now like a hog in a mortar bed wallowing,
they remove white swellings of the joints. Greenleaf’s,Twitchell’s and Alger’s Murray.
English Teacher.—Alger’s Murray’s Ex
Awkward enough see him kneading bis
The Scrophula, in its early shapes of mere
SPLENDID AN1VUALS.
dough.
tumours behind the ears and under the chin ercises ; common do.; Murray’s Key.
Dictionaries.—Walker’s large, do.
Troth ! if the bread he could ate without ™HE ATLANTIC SOUVENIR for and swefling of the upper lip and nose, will
swallowing.
1830, splendidly bound in embossed not only quickly yield to this preparation, small, several editions ; and Johnson’s.
Scientific Class Book, Classical Reader,
How it would favor his palate you know. leather, with gilt leaves and 12 highly fin but scrofulous ulcers, which have spread to
ished engravings on steel, by the first Artists. such an extent and depth, as to corrode the Pronouncing English Reader, common do. ;
His d shcloth is missing, the pigs are devour
Pronouncing
Introduction, common do.; Ag
The TOKEN for 1830, bound in figured cartileges and affect the bones with canes,
ing it,
silk, embellished with 13 engravings on have been gradually and permanently heal ricultural Reader, Scott’s Lessons; Art of
In the pursuit he has batter’d his shin—
ed, by the persevering administration of this Reading; American Reader; Analytical do.
steel.
For Sale by
.
„
A plate wanted washing—grimalkin is scour
JAMES K. REMICH.
powerful medicine—the sunken squalid Easy do.
ing it;
Kennebunk, October 31,1829.
countejiahce restored to its florid hue, the vi Primers.—Worcester’s; New-England ;
Thunder and Turf, what a pickle he’s in !
tal energy re-established and the whole sys New-York, and Franklin.
Whelpley’s Compend and Questions ; T ytem purified and invigorated. They are
Pots, dishes, and pans, such greasy commod
tler’s History and Questions ; Hedge’s Log
also the best Spring and Autumnal physic.
ities,
From many other proofs of the superior ic ; Blair’s Rhetorick ; Nuttall’s Botany ;
Ashes and prata-skins kiver the floor.
UPPOSED to have been stolen from the virtues of Dr. Relfe’s Drops, the proprietor History of the U. S. by a citizen oi Mass. ;
His cupboard’s store-house of comical oddi
do. by Goodrich ; Blake’s Philosophy, Blair’s
box of a Bread Cart, standing near the selects the following
ties,
do. ; Conversations on Chemistry, Grammar
Door of Mr. Daniel Shackford’s BakeThings that had never been neighbors be
INTERESTING
CASES.
of do.; Conv ei sations on Common T hings ;
House, in this village, on the night of Friday,
fore.
ffT
“
A
Lady
to
whom
reference
can
be
Mason’s Self Knowledge ; Blair’s 1st Cate
the 16th inst. a Plaid Cloak—colors greenish
His meal being over, the table’s left setting and red. The cloak had a cape, Sc was with made, was for years afflicted with humours chism ; 1st Lessons in Arithmetic ; Pope’s
so,
out sleeves—the collar was lined with green on her neck, accompanied with frequent Essay, &c. &c. &c.
D:shestake care of yourselves, if you can ! hair plush. Any person who will give in itching eruptions, and running sores.—She
A Good assortment of Bibles IV Testa
But hunger returns and he*s fuming and fret formation where it can be found or will leave had tried various remedies and had taken ments, various sizes and at reduced prices.
ting sb,
it at the office of the Kennebunk Gazette, the best medical advice, but could get no
Pronouncing Bibles & Testaments.
Och ! let him alone for a baste of a maty! shall be handsomely rewarded.
permanent relief, and her case daily becom
ing worse, fears were entertained of a fatal
Kennebunk, October 20,1829.
Late in the night then he goes to bed shiver
termination of her complaint, when a friend of almost every kind enquired for, of good
in’
providentially
recommended the Botanical quality, and at very low prices by retail or
Never the bit is the bed made at all,
Drops, four bottles of which effected a com the quantity.
He creeps like a terrapin under the kiverin’,
plete cure, to the surprise and joy of herself
Qy’Couiitry Traders, Instructers, Parents
Bad luck to the picture of Bachelor’s Hall.
and friends.
and others are invited to call and examine
A child of 8 years, had lost the use of his the stock and prices.
arms, one leg was almost crippled, hip drop
The Advantages of going to Law. are ad
Kennebunk, Oct. 16, 1829.
ped out of place, thigh an$ arms swollen and
mirably 44 hit off” in the annexed lines from
broke open in several placesand many ofthe
PROPOSALS
the New-England Farmer.
sores had penetrated down to the bone. On
Eor increasing the circulation of the
An Upper and a Lower Mill
taking these Drops he recovered the use of
Fell out about the water ;
OBSRT
THOMAS» 8c FE> his limbs, the sores healed up, and he was
To war they went, that is to law,
SENDEN
’
S
N.
E.
Farmer
’
s
Alma

restored to health, although thought incur
Resolved to give no quarter.
AND EASTERN CHRONICLE,
nacks, for 1830, just received and for Sale by able.
A Religious newspaper edited by
A lawyer was by each engaged,
the 1000. 100, dozen or single at the publish
a young Man, iieai Boston, was reduced
And hotly they contended ;
er's firices, at
so low by eruptions and sores in various parts
A. DStEIW,
When fees grew’slack, the war they waged,
JAMES K. REMICH’S Bookstore.
of his body, especially his neck and hands-— and published every Friday in Gardiner, Me.
They judged were better ended.
Kennebunk, Oct. 16.
weakness at the stomach, loss of appetite,
BY SHEL»ON & DICKMAN.
general debility, and gradual decline of the
The heavy costs remaining still.
The Christian Intelligencer has been
whole
system,
so
as
to
threaten
an
approach

NOTICE.
Were settled without pother—
so long conducted by its present Editor and
One lawyer took the Upper Mill,
HE subscriber hereby requests all per ing Consumption. He was entirely cured, become so well known, that there can be lit
and
restored
to
a
fine
state
of
health,
by
five
'The Lower Mill the other.
sons indebted to him, either by Note
tle necessity for entering into a minute ex
or six bottles of these Drops.
or accompt, to call and pay them immedi
position of the principles which it supports
A
Married
Lady
was
for
years
afflicted
A good hit.—In an interior town not an ately.
with eruptions on the face, head, earsand or the doctrines which it inculcates. It has
If
the
above
notice
is
not
attended
to
he
hundred miles distant, a religious society, will be under the necessity of resorting to the various parts of the body, attended with vio ever been devoted to the dissemination of
liberal and enlightened views of tlfo Chris
having become infected with the anti-ma disagreeable alternative, of putting them into lent itching, burning, &c.—had tried many tian Religion
a just appreciation of the
prescriptions without effect—-was confined
sonic mania which rages in many places the hands of an Attorney for Collection.
universal
goodness of the Creator of ail
to her room, and declined all company.
with intemperate zeal, resolved that it was
JASOlf ST. LA1TGDOH.
She was cured by taking four bottles of men ;—the inculcation of the doctrine of the
grace of God, which bringeth salvation to
their solemn and religious duty to excom
Kennebunk-port, Oct. 14,1829.
these Drops.
man ;—and of those divine precepts
municate their Pastor, for the sacrilegious
A Uul belonging to Saugus, whose head every
was covered all over with sores and blotches, which are declared to be the essence and
sin of having sworn fidelity to the ‘ mystic
substance of true religion, love to God and
tie.' The faithful messenger of Christ 4^ ORDAK’S German genuine physical was wholly cured by a few bottles, after ev man exemplified in the observance of all the
ery other remedy bad failed.
ascetaded the pulpit which he had sanctifi vJT drops composed of roots and herbs,
A Child five years old, had her face cover Christian and moral obligations. It has also
ed by apiousarxl sacred discharge of paro will cure Colds, Coughs and Jaundice.
ed with a scab, various eruptions about the come within the scope of its duties, to keep
LIKEWISE
chial duties for more than thirty years of
body, and was blind of both eyes. She was a strict watch upon the combinations and
unhallowed aspirings of certain artful and
cured by taking five bottles.
RHEUMATIC BALSAM
unbroken zeal., to take an affectionate fore
A Correspondent writes thus—“-1 have designing leaders among the clergy ; and to
JOS. G. MOODY.
well of his people. After having alluded to for sale oy
warn the people of their dangerous machi
O©O bottles have been sold in less had Ulcers on my legs so bad that 1 expect nations against that religious freedom ami
the efforts which had been made during his
ed to lose the use of them, and could only
than two years.
tolerance
which is now guarantied to us by
ministration to enkindle and diffuse the
walk on crutches—two pieces of bone came
Kennebunk, October 17, 1829.
holy spirit of religion in her native sim
away from my right leg ; when hearing of the laws of the land, but which it is greatly
your Relfe's Botanical Drops, after trying to be feared attempts are making to destroy.
plicity—the fond and endearing associa
every thing else that I thought would allay This course the Intelligencer will still
tions which had united him to his flock—
my sufferings, on using three bottles, I found pursue—these ends it will constantly aim to
and that he had' conscientiously acquitted
In addition to the religious
LL persons indebted to the Subscriber myself nearly well—the ulcers began to heal accomplish.
matter contained-in the paper, one page is
himself in the sight of Heaven., of every
on account are requested to settle and up.and cease running.”
devote d to the chronicling of the passing po
moral and religious obligation towards'
pav the same by the last day of NovemberA gentleman writes, he bad been, sorely litical news and events which are deemed
them so for as was in his power—in con next—all who neglect this call will have th'e afflicted for ten years with Boils all over his to be of general interest to ail classes of read
clusion he most devoutly prayed that God pleasure of settling their accounts with a body, and having tried all kinds of remedies ers. No party politics however are admit
without success,, by the use of these Dropsthird person.
SETH HATCH.
ted into its columns. T he discordant jarrings
would continue to bless the members of
lie was perfectly cured.
Wells, Sept. 9, 1829.
the parish, and through his infinite mercy,
Another Gentleman writes—“ I have been of political’ animosities and strife it will ever
be
our constant study to avoid; Such being
seriously afflicted with the Salt Rheum on
make their hearts as soft as their heads..
an outline of the principles upon which tlie
my
head,
8cc.
and
resorted
to
the
use
of
ma

Boston, Bulletin.
ny medicines without effecting a, cure, or do Intelligencer and Chronicle is con
ing any essential good, until 1 obtained some ducted, we respectfully solicit the support of
Preservative power of Red Ochre.—The
of your Botanical Drops, which, on using a all who approve those principles.
Oardincry September 1829.
fact that quantities of Red Ochre have T?Æ>AS removed HIS GOODS to His short time, entirely cured me. 1 therefore
TERMS.
Store, adjoining His
several times been found in connection?
Hi H
”ouse
____ , where recommend it to every person afflicted with
this complaint. ”
The Christian Intelligencer and Eastern
with Indian- remains, has led to some spec he will be happy to wait upon customers.
“ 1 was afflicted,”’ writes a person. “ for Chronicle is printed on a super-royal paper,
Kennebunk, September 19, 1829.
ulation as to the motives of" the> aborigi
six years with intolerable ournings all over ot an extra fine quality and put to subscribers
nes in burying it with the bodies of their
my body,, a dreadful ulcer on my left leg,, at two dollars per annums pay able on or be
dead. May it not have been with the de
and every other day a return of head- ache. fore the commencement of each volume or
After taking one bottle 1 began to mend, and , tne
sign of preserving the bodies from, corrup
♦he time ot
of subsc
subscribing ; or two dollars and
.......... ...or at the close ofthe
LL. persotis who are indebted to the after the third, was perfectly cured ; sixty ' fifty cents if paidI ’within
tion ? The following extract fromBordSubscribers, either by note or account, two piecesof bone came from my leg, mostly ' year ; and in all cases where pay ment is deley’s Husbandry would seem to sanction
very
of more than six months standing, are re
 small, the largest was two inches long." iayed after the expiration of a* year, interest
such an opinion.
Price $1 or 6 bottles for $5.
will be charged.
quested to call, settle and pay previous to
“ A Mr. Poultney, of Philadelphia, the first day of January next. Those who
%*Prepared from the original MS. ReNo paper will be discontinued, except at
ffined on board a Spanish ship of war at neglect this call will, without discrimination, i/ie of the late Dr. W. T. Conway, by T. the discretion of the publishers, until all ar
the Havana, and eat of boiled fresh pork, find their notes and, accounts in the hands of Kidder, his immediate successor and the rearages are paid.
sole proprietor, which, with the other “ Co/zAll. communications addressed to the editor
which appeared as if just killed1. He was an Attorney for collection, after that time.
Those persons who have promised Wood,
publishers, and forwarded by mail, must
told that it was killed and put up a year Lumber and Produce must bring it previous waij Medicine” is for sale wholesale at his or
Counting-room, over No. 97, (formerly call be sent free of postage.
before, at La, Vera Cruz.
The bones to the before mentioned time, or Cash will ed No. 70) corner of- Court and Hanover
No subscription received, for less than, six
were taken out, and, without any salt, the be expected.
streets, Boston, and retail, by his special ap months, and all subscribers are considered as
The Subscribers have on hand a good as pointment, by
continuing their subscriptions, unless a dis
pieces were covered with Spanish brown
continuance is expressly ordered.
(or red ochre.) It was. then, packed in sortment of CABINET FURNITURE,
JOHN
LILLIE,
Kennebunk.
CHAIRS, 8cc. which they will sell Cheap
Any person procuring eight subscribers
bags, for the officers. They showed him ffir Cash until the first day of January next,
*#*None genuine without the written sig and becoming responsible for the pay, shall
some in bags, where they were covered as they are about making a different ar nature of T. KIDDER, on the outside print be entitled to a paper so long as he continues
ed wrapper...
with« red. ochre, which is washed off with rangement in their business.
his responsibility—and in like proportion for
CHADBOURN Cf JUNKINS.
a larger or smaller number.
warm water previous to boiling it. I’pre
Kennebunk,
Oct.
9,1829;
LIST OF LETTERS
sume any other pure, impalpable, especial
HORSES FOR SALE.
Remaining in the Post-Office, at Kennebunkly dry astringent clay, will answer as well.
Mustard Steed
Flax Seed.
Port, October 1,182^9..
Some clays so far partake of alum, as to
SALE two valuable
Subscribers wish to purchase
«£■
Mares, one twelve and
show it exuded, like a white mould. Such rwiHE
E. G. H. J. L.
JL MUSTARD SEED 8c FLAX SEED
the other four years old.—other
Hercules Fidler,—Andrew Goodwin,—Sa
>have secnonthe banks ofthe Chesapeake. for which a fair price will be paid.
stock will be. taken in part payrah Hill,—Eleazer Jeffery,— Daniel Little
But does Spanish Brown contain alum ?”
PALMER iV MILLER.
ment
—
to the Printer.
field, Mary Littlefield.
October 10,
P. R. S. T. W.
Dry Atmosphere. All over the southeast
Eliphalet Perkins,.—Charles Rhoades,—
part of Persia, to within a few miles of the
HAVE, taken Elizabeth Kimball, a Samuel
Sapp,—Alexander T hompson,—R,
Persian Gulf», the air is so dry, that the
Town Pauper to support the present F. Walcott.
brightest steel may be laid bare to the atmos
year—Thereby forbid all persons harbouring
BUSHELS Silver Skin ONIONS in
OLIVER BOURNE, P. M.
phere, at all hours, without the slightest or trusting her on my account or. on account
Prime order, just received and for
shade in its brilliancy. To find a rose with a of the 'Town, as I shall pay no debts of. her
Sale by PALZVIST 8c
spar kle of dew upon it, from March to Sep contracting of any name or nature whatever.
A good assortment of Justice H
—aS a^>0ve a few T°ns good
tember would.be regarded almost to a mira
DANIEL NOR TON.
L- Cape Neddick, York^Oct. 7, 1829.,
cle.«
¡Blanks for Sale at this Office;
Sept. 25, 1829.

FOR SALE.

®"P)HE above FARM is offered for sale J
with the Water Privileges, in /ote to
-ant purchasers, or altogether. It contains
one hundred and sixty-two acres, situated
?pon Piscataqua river opposite the Navy
Yard. Apply to
ALFRED W. HAVEN
Oct, 29.
Portsmouth, N. H.

T

HAY.

NEW GOODS.

S

STATIONARY

FOR

183«

A statement of the Manufacturers In^,
Company's stock on the tuornina
16th day of August, 1829,
1829. .so
s-oinrA'
16M
/aren
ecl by ihe'law of Maine, relatuffi\f
civs of Fire Insurance.
•

©Hrtstiau XnteUijjewctr

T

MEDICUNE.

A

Itcìnoral

CAPITAL STOCK
SAND DOLLARS.

In City Bank Stock Seven hun
dred and sixty-four Shares,
75^.
Atlantic Bank four hundred Shavesjo'^
Manufacturers & Mechanics Bank’ '
Two hundred & thii ty-one Shares, 11
North Bank one hundred Shares, ’
Commonwealth Bank, fifty three
Shares,"
5.^
Real estate on State Street Boston, Shjj
Loans on Stocks,
233
Loans on Mortgages,
Wi;
Cash on hand.
5,321
«ir
•
1
r
•
Ih addition
to the
foregoing
statement
Company have a considerable surplUs
which is securely invested and owe ¡J
towed money.
C. W. CARTW RIGHT, /Wr i
SAMUEL HUNT, Secretary. F
SUFFOLK, SS. Boston, August23«
Personally appeared before me Ch»
W. Cartwright, President, and SamuelHSecretary ofthe Manufacturers Insi
Company of Boston, and madeoathtoi
truth of the foregoing statement by 1
signed.
'
’
Jesse Putnam, Justice oft^
The subscriber gives public notifeij
he has deposited in the office of the Re»?
of Deeds for the County of York, theoijj
al statement, of which the above isaj
copy, where a copy of the act incorpo«
the Manufacturers Insurance Companr,
all the documents required by the’fe
this State will be found.
JOHN FROST’, Agent of the Manufc
rers Insurance Company of BosJn
Kennebunk, Sept. 22d, 1829.
T.

NOTICE.
FHTHE Subscribers would inform theB
JI
lie that they have transferred (t.
goods together .with the few notesanj
counts remaining unpaid, to Joseph W,j
son, who is the rightful owner of thesam
DANIEL W. LORD
CHARLES AUSTIN’LOIII
Kennebunk-port, Oct. 2, 1829.

Notice.
HE Subscriber having purchasei
Stock of goods belonging tatbe
firm of

T

». W. KOKD&B
intends to keep constantly on hand a,
variety of GROCERlES^&c.
N. B. He would also inform thus
debted to the late firm of D. W. Lorniji.
that he is the lawful owner of their deinr
and requests immediate payment.

1. w. mason

Kennebunk-port, Oct. 2,1829.

"TljsFof letters’
Remaining in the Post-Office at
Me. September 30,182$.
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A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
Mary Archibald,—Sk. Bcrla, Get
Brown, Sally Bedwell, Joseph Brad
Dorcas Bryant, Hiram Brackett,-!
Clements,-“-Salvina Elliot,.—OliverFum
Alvin Frost.
H. I. J. K. L. M. N. 0.
IvorT. Hovey, Jacob Hooper,-III
Jefferson,—Rosewell Messinger, Pilr
Manning. William McCrosson, HannaM
tin.
P. Q. R. S. T. U. W. X. Y.2
John H. PeAvy,—Josiah Watson.
M. HUBBARD, P.!

LIST OF LETTERS’
Remaining in the Post Office at Kmik
October 1, 1829.
A. B. C. D.
Capt, Joseph Burnham,—Mrs. W
Douglass.
E. F. G. H. I. J.
Thomas Hanson.
K. L. M. N. O. P.
Francin A. Lord,—Hugh McCullodv
2, Joseph Moody. Esq. Mrs, Murray,^
nabas Palmer, Esq. 3.
Q. R. S. T. U. V.
James K, Remich1, Simon Ross.

W. X. Y. Z.
Miss Betsey Wakefield.
JAMES OSBORN, Jh.Aj

Lost.

JOS. G. MOODY,

NOTICE

C

INVENTED AS FOLLOWS, VIZ.;

N the third or fourth inst. bet®
Brunswick aim
and ncrwiua.,
Berwick, Maini
orunswiuK.
calfskin POCKET BOOK, containing^
forty to fifty Dollars in Bank Bills,row*
not all ofthe Dedham Bank, Mass. A? j
of hand of thirty-five Dollars and some«
signed by James Capen, Jr. to the subset
and some other papers of no use toatiy|
but the owner
Whoever has found ,
same and will leave it with NathanidB
Innholder in Berwick, or with Nathan»
tiefield, near Wells-’ Landing, or withM
Capen, Jr. Gardiner, Maine,01* give inn
tion where they can be found to the siM
ber at Stoughton, shall receive five (li
re ward.
JAMES CAPEN?*
Stoughton, Sept. 10, 1829.

O

THAYER^
Vegetable ViU Cathobw
Dr.

A Highly Approved Universal^
MEDICINE.
HESE Pills cleanse the stomaclibowels ; restore lost or depravei'
petite; correct bilious disorders; aad‘
an almost certain remedy for comwoniij
head-ache,.cholic, dysentqry and any
decs in which physic is needful.

T

They are highly recommends
Physipians.and others who are adffl
with their mild and pleasant operation^
pre v ©ntati v e of fev e rs, i f t aken freely 1”
commencement
and may be continue
physic through every stage of bilious o',
phus fevers.
Each box is accompanied with direct
tor using ; and recommendations ft’oni
valuable part of society. And they aM
fectly safe for women and children 1“
conditions.
For Sale by

JOHN LILLIEy-^nneM
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